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GAO has always defined itself through its service to the Congress and the Ameri- 
can ,people. ‘We at GA-O, have been helping the Congress fulfill its legislative and 
,oversight responsibilities for ,nearly 75 years. We are proud of our agency’s record 

-.’ of achievement and of our staff’s remarkable dedication and consistent adherence 
,,I -’ t”o “he highest standards of integrity, objectivity, and independence. 

:  >,.* .  .  ,’ _. :,‘f ,I,n GAO’s early years --Tanera when government was smaller and far less complex 
*. .‘,, .’ ‘, than todayrour agency audited government vouchers to ensure that federal 

~ i. payments were handled properly.. But as government became more complex, so 
.! did our role in it. In recent decades, the Congress has turned to us for far more ., iI 

., broad-reaching products&d services: accurate information, unbiased.analysis, 
and objective recommendations on how to best use public resources. A glance at 

,I -the highlights ,ofour 1995 audit and evaluation work in the next section of this 
report will reveal the.range of issues we now address for the Congress. _ 
1 

: 
This ever-increasirtg reliance on a sophisticated and technically knowledgeable 

.I .GAO ha.sco,ntinued with the 104th Congress. ,During its first 100 days, the new 
Congress called upon’ GAO o,f%+ls to testify before its committees a record 109 
times. In large measure, Tour work, during fiscal year 1995 reflected the issues of 
.greatest urgency to the newcongressional leadership. 

/$ 
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SETTING PRIO~TI~S .’ : :::, ,’ ‘, ) ,: ... :.,,Ii: ‘, i 
~’ 1 

In March 1995, wefpublished. a,strategic plan for.GAO, ,entitled hollowing thk. -, [ 
[ederal Dollar; In it, we,identified; five areas to which’we. have assigned the:highest ? 

, .,. : : 
E 

I Promoting a More Eficient and Cosr-E~~~~.G~~Fin‘rnent; ..:‘I., j-., 
,‘,’ r 

! Exposing Waste,.,Fraud? Abuse, and Mifmanagem;ent$“.~ :i ‘, 
I Targeting Spending Reductions to Reduce’the,‘Deficit~ ; ,. 

(‘:::: ,,,::i’;,: ; 
: 1 

/ 
‘, ,j ‘,’ ” 1 *‘!.:’ I’ 1 

I Improving Accountability Through Financial and 4r$rmation ‘@anagement$~, _ : 
and 

,. ‘. ( “, ‘,_ LIT? ;: ::.: <..,* ;: ,,,‘, !,““I ” ,,,,, ,, ; ,,’ : \~..‘:-; 
I. 

I Identifying,Tren.ds With’Fiscal, audgetary,~:ij~~Orversikht.~~~~nseu~n~~., for: the 
Gov&nm&~~.,: :,!. :, ,! “:I 

( 
,~,,.~.:“i!;~~‘;~,‘,,,.,,,l’i!~,: t.:>,, ; ’ 1 !;‘::‘.,:;,;,,, / 

.,y.’ > .1’ ‘. ’ “,“_?. ‘J,,i:; ,, .‘j ,,,, : 3’. L ; ),. )( 
1 >‘l: ,, 

,: .’ ,.‘I ,,, I, [ 

PROMOTING A MORE EFFICIENT AND’ &sT&FREC&E 
i 

1. 

Gov$GhENT, ’ 
/ .:;:./. ,‘.,, 

: ‘, ‘, ” “1, ,, .‘;t;,;;/f.,~;;,:, ,’ ;,i : ,:;,+ R ; 
J, I,< ., ., ,,,’ ‘:I/ .: 

: ; 
Year after year, our work has led to legislativea&l ,e~ec~~ive.acti~~s~~~dg’etc 

~ 

reductions, cost avoidance, appropriation deferrals; a&revenue .collections%hat 
, 

have provided financial savings ,and,other bene$i~;in .the b’illions,ofdollars. In $scal 
year 1995 alone, these financial~benefits toi~~~.ouer$l5:8,,biliio~~a’retur’of 

) 

., ,” 
more than $35 for every dollar a~‘propriated’:f~rCAO;;,d’iv~rilthk importance..of,, 
reducing the budget’deficitj’we keei) financial:benefits.at the forefront of our work. 

We believe, however, that it is possible to create a government that not only costs 
less, but one that at the same time operates more efficiently and effectively. 
Downsizing is one way-to move toward this goal, but downsizing must be carefully 
planned and carried out- a process that demands the kind of objective and compre- 
hensive information GAO is uniquely equipped to gather. We have, for example, 
monitored the closing of military bases, studied defense force structure in light of 
decisions to, reduce the size of,the U.S. armed:forces, tracked the results of previous 
downsizing efforts at the Social Security Administration’and other agencies, and 
stu,died ,downsizing approaches taken by, private sector organizations. 

,‘.’ ,‘.., ; 

We have a number of audits ‘and evaluations either under way or contemplated for 
the coming months that could yieldsignificant savings for the government, for 
example, identifying “best practices’* to help streamline defense acquisition, 
procurement, f mance, inventory manageme,nt, maintenance and repair, and trans- 
portation; identit)ing more cost-effective ways to clean up the nation’s nuclear 
weapons complex; evaluating the Federal Aviation Administration’s, reorganization 
proposals and Amtrak’s plan for financial self-sufficency. 
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EXPOSING WASTE;, FRAUD, .&USE, AND MISMANAGEMENT 

After the scandal at the Department of Housing and Urban Development in the 
late 198Os,, as well as the “Ill~Wind” scandal at, the <Department .of Defense, we 
began a widely publicized effort toidentifyand monitor Programs at risk for 
waste, fraud, abuse, -or mismanagement. Through scores of studies and wo 
special series of “high risk” reports-the most recent of which appeared in Febru- 
ary 1995we have highlighted areas in.which major improvements are needed to: 
protect the t&payers’ interests. Among our priorities have been to assess. payment 
practices under Medicare, where losses .could run as highjss 10. percent of the ‘I 
$167 billion spent annually; minimize defaults in federal loan, programs; such as, 
student assistance and the FarmersHome Administration,,tihere loss exposure ,.. 
runs into the billions of dollars; and monitor defense programs’in which billions .. 
of dollars have,been spent on unneeded inventory and millions of dollars, have 
been incorrectly paid to defense contractorsX 

Our highlighting of high risk programs is paying off The most recent high risk 
reports confirmed that progress had been made in attacking the root causes of I 
problems at 15 ofthe 18 programs vire had identified through, fiscal year 1994. 
.Five of the ,1~8&tl&BankInsurance ,Fund, the Resolution~Tru$Corporation, the 

1 

Pension Benefir~Guaranty Corporation, the State Department’s management of 
overseas ‘pro$eri+,;and theFederal ~Transit Administration’s grant ,management :‘, 
program-had attainedsound enough footing,that tie removed the,irhigh risk, 
designations. In fiscal year. 1992, \;;e designated seven neti high,risk are&in, 
hop.&that the greater focus afforded these areas will yield progress~amon;g them as ,: 
well. ,. : i’ e’ 

.; ‘, ‘, 

., _.., 
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TARGETING,: SPENDING, REDUCTIONS: TO’ RED&E YCH~~ DEFICIT L 

E 
;: 

As the.Congress works tobalance the federal budget, one of its major. challenges .: 

will be to cut :federal spending over the next ,G years ,by atotal of $1 trillionor II 
more. Every year, we work with the congressional ,appropriationscommittees to. t i 

find potential savings in the adminjstration’s proposed budget,-generally identify- r 
ing savings of as much as .$l billion. We .also ‘work with the.budget and authoriz- 1 
ingcommittees to find~opportunities to savemoney by modifying, ‘limiting; or , 
abolishing entire programs. We have under way;. or elsesoon will begin5 efforts i 
such as these:.reviewing theneed for such Department; of Energy 1programs.a.s the 
civilian’nuclear waste progr~;:.the~:power~~Prk~titig:administrations;:and the! ,. 
Strategic~Pqroleum Reserve;,‘identifing agriculturalcommo.dity programs in 
which savihgs could’be .achieved; and: assessing various discretionary programs at :, 
the Departments of Health and -Human Services, Education,-and. Labor to identify 
those that are ineffective or whose administrative costsrun:too high; -,. 

,I. j : C),., ,‘) ‘y I,.,., J ‘. ,: : ‘.’ , 
m ,, 

il,‘. i,‘ ~ .,.: . ,,. :.:,,. ,;:,.:,‘.‘: ,.._, .i’ ,, ; ” i ;, “” ;, ‘,a” ,, , _. ..; j .‘, ‘,., ‘, .. :‘I ,.‘i~,.I.“,.’ :. ‘). (_’ :.I,, ,,, ,: ~ ‘; ,‘: 1.::* 
“,C’. , : .: ., :’ : ,’ ,: .; ,,‘,., 8” .,.” :; :, :: .,_‘. ., ., :: -. ‘i ,‘, ..’ : . ,- ,-a ‘. 
I ., ,,;, ;. ., . 
.&@.o~~G ,~~~~~~~i~~~~:?kRou~,~ &&&*p ) 

.’ 

,, “>,? INFoRMATrdn. &G;;;&EN’T ,s,:;:.: ,:’ ! “’ ; ,- J ,,, ‘: : .,, ,:; ,, ‘, 

.,’ .( ‘, ‘. ., .’ ,‘: ,’ .) . . ‘; ,J ;’ ,‘, :. 
For more than a decade, GAO: hasreported to Congress that *federal agencies were .,,~, 
lacking even.minimally acceptable~,accounting,and,%iicial management systems:: 

,., 
;:, Y,,.*i ‘.,. . 

Tens of billions ofdollars were~unaccounted for, agency books could not be ‘, 
balanced, and widespread niismanagement,i&& ‘leading to the waste of billions of 
dollars every year. Recognizing the need for,better.financial management in the ” 
federal government, Congress+ssed, on a’biPart&n~basis, the ChiefPinancial 
Officers Act of 1990 (CFO), a law that requires major federal departments and 
agencies to prepare financial statements and to undergo annual financial audits. 



We havea majortesponsibility to,monitor agencies’ progress under the .CFO,Act. 
By 1996, the 24 largest federal departments and agencies will be .required to 
produce auditable financial statements. Beginning in 1997, we will also have the 
job of auditing the annual U.S. government consolidated financial report, which 
is intended to show the Congress and’Ame&n’taxpayers the status of federal 
finances. It is crucial that CRO,Act implementation stay on schedule and equally 
important that’we at GAO maintain our~capacity to assist.’ The comprehensive, 

~ reliable data developed under the CFO Act will give co’ngressional leaders invalu- 
~ able information to use.irrreducing federal spending and ensuring’accountability 
among the departments and agencies. ‘Further, the data will contribute to the , 
effective imRlementation ofthe Government Performance and Results Act of 
1993, which’makes performance me&&ment-a key element of‘federal ‘program 
hanagern&;*: ’ ,;, .I 

., /~‘, 1, ,,” 
,’ ., 1 1 

,. -” 

We have‘also put considerable emphasis’o’n the need for better information. 
resource management (IRM)., The federal government spends about-$25 billion 
each year on compute&&d information technology. It ought to be getting far 
greater value than it has been for so large an in&tment. In l994,‘we produced a 
widely recognized report on bow 11 basic principles drawn from Ieading‘Rublic ’ 
and private sector organizations could be used in the federal government’s IRIM 
.programs: The Congress hasalready. endorsed many of these f‘best practices” in 
i~.re?~thori~~tio,nloffhe: Papervi(ork,‘Reduction Act. We expect to work. with .the 
Congress to :develop ‘fUrihe~ilegis~~~i,,airned at strengthening the; government.‘s ’ /./ 
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IDENTIFYING ?~RENDS WITH .%&XL, BUDGERRQ OR : i 

OVE&SIGHT CONSEQUENCE ,FO~,.T@ Gov$RN~~@T, ~’ _I 
.,, .)̂ _, ;. : _ 

Numerous GAO reports have alertedifhe ,Congress;and,other’~alicym&ers to crises 
in the makingrfrom an outdatedlfeder$ food $spection system’ to the ‘crumbling 
financial con,dieionjofthe District of-Columbia,, froy?,cost overruns in ‘major 
weapon systems to.the det&oration,‘of nu,ciear,weapon production facilities.’ We. 
believe that, ,one of-our priorjties must always be,‘& identify trends that c&d lead tc 
major problems, ,for,‘the government. j Three examp1.e.s; The financial servi+.s ; : 
industry is growinglarger and, more,.com&$, but the,,;~~gularory,structu- mph@ ; 
to protect.jnvestors,,and dee~~itsrshas:m,an)!,g~ps. +alth care’:c,osts, c.onti$ue to ,: 
grow at a rate faster than inflation, and major changes are under way in’the de&q 
of health care services -most notably <the emergence. of “managed care”-yet the 
imiAications ,of the?e. structural changes for the ,financially presse,d Medicare and 
Medicaid systems are unclear: &d,th~e Department of Energy’s program,to’store 
and dispose of spent radioactive. fue! from civilian nuclear power plants’ may be 
reaching the crisis stage; ‘it will be’the Congress’s chailenge to decide ,how to deal 1. 
with this, growing’problem,~ ,‘, ;‘: ,, , ,’ .: ,, : 

.: ‘.,i’ _’ ” ,- .,’ ,’ I ,‘,d ” ,,, :’ 
/ _,I/ . . ..,,. ..,’ . ...” .‘I 

Declining budgets and staff authorizations have led us to redouble our efforts to 
improve our capacity to serve our customers. For example, even while reducing the 
size of our staff by imposing a hiring freeze, offering retirement incentives, exercis- 

A MESSAGE FROMTHECOMPTROLLERGENERAL ‘. i 
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ing “early-out” authority, and cutting our field structure,. we have continued 
efforts to improve the skills and the expertise of the people who remain.- These 
efforts build on the foundation for effective human resource-management that we : 
have laid down over the past decade: a pay-for-performance system designed to 
more effectively reward staff for their contributions,,a revised,merit promotion 
process, a broad-banded system to replace the rigid structure of federal GS pay 
schedules, and an enhanced seniorexecutive selection and development process,to 
ensure that our future leaders are carefully chosen and thoroughly prepared. 

. . 

Further, we have committed ourselves to quality’management principles, includ- 
ing the reengineering of our work processes. Qur goal is to reduce the costs of our ‘. 
audit and evaluation jobs and the time it takes to complete,rhem: In Qctober , 
1995,‘abbout~O~: eval~tors .from across GAQ ,began the-~op;erationalte&ng of our.., 
n&job:man&,+ment IJro&dures: ,By early spring of 1996, these new procedures 
will be, refined and be .in operation throughout the agency. 

,, . 
) : ‘. : 

:,‘, 

We believe that one of the best ways to maintain and build productivity is to 
provide our em$oyees:with modern facilities and themost up-to-date communi-, 
cations and information technolo’gy. Developing our staff and~employing quality 
management will make a difference only if the right facilities an,d toolsare in 
place., In this regard,.our’f&ilities ‘modernization effortwill allow, us to co~~soli- ‘,, 
date our Washington,-,D;G., staff in modern and saferpremises while saving, 

I millions ‘of dollars%r%$$s for leased space, just as earlier moderniiation efforts at 
i our regional, facilities provided field staffwithmodern work environments.~ ‘, 
I , ::., 

,,, ’ /, ‘.. ; “Z’ * ._, ‘. I ./ ,:,:, ,.’ 

iv,, ,: 
,.’ ,. ‘,.,’ ., ,. ,g ; ,,; ,l 

;‘,., .’ ‘\, 
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In addition, GAO staff members-both,at headquarters and in out field offices- 
are being provided the electronic communications and information tools,and 
training needed to help them “work smart” and improve theirlevel ,of service; both 
to each other and,to our customers..;Our employees are now part of a computer : 
network that allows them to share information and collaborate! on assignments. 
Also, we have connected.all our regional offices and headquarters staff .through 
videoconferencing and a voice messaging network. : Our work:tea’mscan now 
conduct many of their face-to-face meetings.without.havmg:to spend time and 
money on travel. c 

i _,. ’ : Z/i ,l’,’ ,;‘. ._ ‘.. .* i. i:.,;,, ,’ .c , : .,’ . 
‘. . ., I. ,. .,.a, -.1. . ,, /. j, I ,.:i .,. ,...., ,,.., ,.:; ‘. ,. !‘-‘I I.. ,,( :, ,/,‘, L 

Readers of our past annual reports have probably grown acct&med to our, calls for,, 
reducing the fed&a! deficit: We are aware thatefforts to cut the deficit will’ include 
bud,get and staffingreductions for federal agenciessuch as,ours. As downsizing” 
proceeds here at,dAO;‘we are doing’our best to ensure that it takes.place in an 
orderly and rational :man’ner and that our standards of service to ghe Congress and 
the American people are maintained. ‘, 

These are challenging times for our organization. We must find ways of doing a 
good job even better -and doing it faster, at less cost, and with fewer people. We 
believe that we can rise to the challenge. .,I+ring the 10 years beginning in 1983, : 
we virtually doubled our productivity. In 1992,‘budget constraints required us to 
begin downsizing a workforce then numbering about 5,325. By now ‘we have 
reduced our staff by about 25 percent, and we expect to achieve a reduction of more ~ 

;- 

, 
_ 

.  
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than 30 $rcent’by the end of fiscal year,?%X But while these cuts.have led to _: 
some reductions ‘in’ our work, we have maintai.ned both our productivity (our: key 
per~mance measures are included in the’%3erview of Operations and Financial 
Management” section ofthis ret;or+and the, uncompromising quality of our, 
products and, ser+ces.,. 

: 
., ; ., ,,, . . 
,‘,., 

-’ . :, 
‘. .., .-. 

:Funding reductions already ‘in place.at:GA&,+ll total nearly Si’biilion overthe ‘-’ 
next 7 years. .Our sta.ff size today has ;been~re$uced, to., aboutthe same’level,‘at ’ 

; 
.‘, 

iwhich it stood in the years immediately:~rece~in$~or!d ~arII?.‘B~ack tl$n;the : 
‘iannual budget of the United States &as h$s ‘than $1’0 “billion.’ Today;, it exceeds 
‘$1 .G trillion. While we recogniie that; ‘as measures are taken to bdaiicethe~ federal 
budget, GAO is no more immune than other federal agencies to the-necessity for 
prudent staff reductions, cutting too fast and, too deep will be counterproductive. 
GAO,hasconsistently:demonstrated its worth to .the American taxpayer ‘by 
~ generating financial benefits far i,n excess of the tax dollars it spends~benefits that 
have totaled; tens of b,illions of dol’lars over the past decade and will ,Ijkely ,am’ount 
~ to’ tens of billions~~ofdollars more in the decade to come. Ifour abilitymad- 
~equately Iaudit, investigate, and,evaluate federal programs is diminished too 
greatly, ,the risk exists that we will no ,longer be able to effectively do our job as ; 
auditors&d meetour obligation to alert the Congress to emerging andrecurring 

,P roblefis “,.l ‘..‘,” ..- ;:,’ ;; 
‘, ,. 

,’ :, /., ,’ ‘,‘, 
:, 

p&p&the budgetary reductions, the staff of GAO-dedicated men and : 
.womenGhave devoted eir careers to improving government. They continue to 

1, 1 
th 

do so; As the neti year begins, this organization marks 75 years ofservice to the , 
,nation. It is’s long and proud tradition. 

I( 
I.. : 

“’ $, ” ‘. : ,_ 

Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General 
ofthe United States 
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In fiscal year 1995, GAO prepared 
1,322,audit and evaluation products, 
including 910 reports to Congress and 
agency officials, 166 congressional 
briefings, and 246 congressional 
testimonies delivered by 72 GAO 
executi\;es.’ GAO ‘ho issued 3,328 
legal decisions. 





:.. ;, 

: ‘. ,‘i 

,,:. ” :.,’ ,‘, - /, :,:> ” ,, S’,‘, ; 
,. 

;  Ray and,accounting systems. ,(AII’$D~? / 

, :  _,. 

krtment ofDefense$ (DOD) 
,bligations, an’i~mportant control 
lifiediby~~~‘i=pngress. Although 
stained: atleast $248’billion of 

lg.the disbursement 
e.‘ye’ars to, follow’sound 
$$n+y of its contract 

I  

,j .L, m.TAJ ~IidINIST~&XTION: .: IRS C& ,STRENGTIIEN 

ITS EFFORTS TO SEE THAT ?%PA?ERS & TRQQED 

PROPERLY 

Despite the Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) wide range of controls, processes, 
and oversight of&es intended to’protect taxpayers, GAO found examples of 
taxpayer treatment that fell within GAO’s definition of “taxpayer abuse.” IRS 
needs to +ecitically define “taxpayer abuse” and develop management informa- 
tion about it. to help ensure that instances of abuse are.identified and their 
frequency is minimized. ‘This would also provide the information needed for 
IRS ‘and the Congress, tl D better evaluate IRS’ performance in protecting taxpayer 
rights. (GGD-9 5’: l!) 

I 

I 

I 
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other, managers are reluctant to recommend replacing mihtary personnel with 
civilian employeessince,:@th current downsizing, both positions mightbe lost,; .,;- 
(NSIAD-9%5j 

.., 

‘. 

m NAVAL AVIATION: F- 14 UPGRADE! ARE NO? 
ADEQUATELY JUSTIFIED 

,: 

The Navy has not made acompelling case to proceed with its $2.5 billion plan 
to upgrade 210 F-14 aircraft. The upgrades will not: include air-to-ground radar 
for precision ground mapping that would permit crews to locate, identify, and 
attack targets in adverse weather and conditions of poor visibility. Even though 
the Navy states that the F-14 upgrades are’needed to fill the gap between A-GE 
retirement and the introduction of the F/A48E/F aircraft, they will not be 
delivered in time. (NSIAD~95-12) 

: 

mATTACK SUBMARINES: ALTERNATIVES FOR A MORE 
AFFOJDABLESSNFORCESTRUCJVRE 

Faced with a changed world threat and constrained defense budgets, the Navy is 
reducing the s&of its nuclear-powered attack submarine force. The Navy plans 
to take several measures to maintain an SSN force of 45 to 55, as directed ,in the 
Department of Defense’s bottom-up review; and remain within affordable 
budgets. At the same time, the Navy plans to acquire 31 SSNs through 2014 at 
an estimated cost of $48 billion.. GAO identified alternatives that would allow 
the Navy to free up money and St?11 maintain the required minimum force. 
(NSIAD-95-16) 

, 
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u 57 Reports to congrtks 
,‘, I  

@ 2 Testimonies 

, ,  

j’ ‘. 

m INTERNATIONAL TliiDE: ASSESS~BENT, OP. THE 

GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES PRCGI& . 
> 

i, .” sit_.. ‘. ‘, 

The Generalized System of Preferences.(GSP) Program provides duty-free access 
to U.S. markets for certain products ofeligible.develpping.countries, promoting 
development through trade rather than,,traditional aid, programs. Most GSP .’ 
benefits :accrue to a handful of countries that can best meet U.S. market de- i’ : 
mands. In 1992,~$16.7.biilion (about 3 percent oftotal U;S. imports) entered 
under GSP, representing almost $900 million,of duties .forgone. :GAO recom- 
mended administrative improvements to the, process for considering product 
eligibility, as well as for considering country eligibility under the provisions 
protecting intellectual property and worker rights:’ (GGD-959) 

m ARMY AVIATION: MODERNIZATION ,STRPITEGY NEEDS 

TO BE REASSESSED . 
” !’ , . .  

.  

The Army plans to spend about $6.2 billion during.fiscal years 1995-99 to 
modernize its helicopter fleet. However, Army’s estimates of the quantities of 
helicopters needed are higher than those identified by the Department of De- 
fense (DOD) in its review of modernization plans,.. In’addition, the Army 
overstated expected’ benefits and understated technical risks associated with its 
modernization strategy,‘and neither DOD’s nor Army’s studies’fully considered 
alternative helicopters. Further, while,the Army’has deferred or canceled funding 
for other important helicopter programs to procure the Commanche and 
Longbow Apache helicopters, it will still not be able. to fully fund the Comanche 
program through fiscal year 2004. (NSIAD-95-9) 

. .~. . 
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Low-rate initial production (LRIP) is an acquisition practice that allows produc- 
tion of a limited quantity for operational testing and ,ot,her p,urpdses.~\:IJut _ : 
legislation and Department of Defense policy,allow LRID to:begin before any 
operational testing of prototypes. Once start&~LRIP limits th&$tions avail- 
able to decisionmakers when, a system is later$ound to be. deficient; The conse- 
quences have included procurement of unsatisfactory weapons requiring costly 

‘3 ,modifications. and,.,i,n~,:~gnle;.~esj~dep~~~~~~~~~.,substan,~~~, syste.ms+o combat i.,‘., :-’ . . /.% 
forces. Deasronmakers need good, independent information on a weapon 

,: . . ..*z 

system’s performance before starting LRID because, in many cases, starting 
‘. . . 

+. 
production represents a firm commitment to acquire the system. <’ ._’ 
(NSIAD-95-i 8) r’ 

m INTERNATIONAL AVIATION: DOT NEEDS’ MOR& 
INFORMATION TO ADDRESS U.S: AIRLINES’ PROBLEMS IN 

DOING BUSINESS ABROAD 

U.S. airlinesser&g key European and Pacific ‘Rim airports face problems in 
doing business, including (1)‘limited access’to landing and takeoff slots; (2) 
inadequate terminal facilities, (3) restrictions on ground services, and (4) 
restrictions and delays in processing cargo. The State Department and the 
Department of Transportation (DOT) have had some success in.eliminating 
these problems. However, DOT’s efforts’are inhibited because it doesnot 
collect or analyze information on airlines’ problems in doing business; 
(RCED-95-24) 

* 
,I. 

m FARMERS HOME ADMINISTliiTION: 
THE GUARANTEED FARM Low PROGRAM COULD 

BE MANAGED MORE EFFECTIVELY 
I ,I’ . 

This program guarantees farm 10,ans made by commercial lenders. It’helps 
farmers who have established some creditworthiness ‘and who thus present less 
financial risk to qualify for commercial loans. However, in part because the 
Farmers Home Administration’s lending policies allow borrowers already in 
default to obtain guaranteed loans, hundred of millions of dollars in govern- 
ment-guaranteed loans are at risk. (RCED-95-9) 

_, - . “.,-. 
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IlO1 Reports to Coigress,, : ‘l.‘, ,‘,‘, ,,,; ,#. :~ :. 

JQN;GDOM , i: _, : ,,., 1, ., : : .: , 

: 
,. *. 

,I ‘,’ 

This report examines bank regulation and supe,+sion in the United Kingdom 
(U.K.).., The Banking Act, of 1~79v,es+i in the Bank ofEngland,,therU.K., 
central bank,;‘supervisory and. regulatory responsibilities. Its mission. is to ensure 
the safety and the soundnessof individual banks and of the system asa whole. 
Unlike laws in the United.States, U.K. banking laws do not address issues such 
as fair lending practices or community reinvestment requirements., I 
(GGD-95-38) t i i : : 

,;, ,i ,‘.’ / ,. 

m MILITARY RECRUITING: MORE INNOVATIVE 
APPROACHES NEEDED 

., _’ ‘, 

GAO examined Department of Defense (DOD) recruiting operations and 
identified areas in which costs could be reduced without adversely affecting 
DOD’s ability to meet tnilitary personnel requirements. DOD needs to reduce 
first-term attrition and to m,ake necessary management changes, including 
evaluating organizational structures, consolidating resources,‘and’adapting new 
technologies. (NSIAD-95-22) 

: : ., 

. . 
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I CHEMICAL WEAPONS ~DISP~Sitti,: :-~P~ii\Js Fbk. 5: 

NONSTOCKPILE CHEMICAL WAREXRE MATERIEL CASJ BE 
IMPROVED 

*,-- 

The Army’s plans for destroying’nonstockpile chemical warfare materiel are not 
final, and as a result, its $ii.i bi!li~o’n cost estimate is’uncertain. This estimate is 
uncertain largely because the amount of materiel to be di&sed of has ‘not been 
fitlly identif;ed, the condition, of some materiel is unknown, ,and d’is@a.l meth- 
ods have not been selected. A&o, the Army has limited and often ‘imprecise : , ;...-. ., 
information about the nature and the extent &buried chemical materiel; must 
comply with federal, state, and lo~‘environmental’requirements; and faces 
strong public.opposition to chemical weapons incineration. (NSIAD-95-55) 

m ELECTRIC VEHICLES: LIKELY. CONSEQUENCES OF 
I 

U.S. AND OTHER NA~ONS’ PROGRAMS AND POLITIES 
I 

, 
Limitations in technology, gaps in required infrastructure, concerns about safety, -_ - - 
unknown market potential, and high initial purchase price are barriers to the ’ 
viability of electric vehicles for widespread transportation. Efforts to eliminate 
these barriers will require substantial money, time, and attention. The potential 
benefits-reduced air pollution and lower maintenance’and fueling costs-will 
not solve all environmental and transportation problems. (PEMD-9 5-7) 

m FOOD ASSISTANCE: POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF 

&TERNA~E SYSTEMS FOR DELIVERING FOOD STAMP 

PROGRAM BENEFITS 

Two alternatives to the current coupon-based system for delivering food stamp 
benefits are electronic benefits transfer and distribution of benefits by check, 
referred to as cash-out. Both can reduce certain types of fraud, waste, and 
abuse, but demonstration projects have not quantified such reductions. Cash- 
out is the least expensive system, while electronic benefits transfer provides the 
most.assurance that benefits are actually used to purchase food. GAO believes 
that the value of electronic benefits transfer will be found in the larger arena of a 
multiprogram mechanism to deliver benefits. (RCED-95-13) 

I 
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m DEFICIT REDUCTION: EZQERIENCES OF OTHER ’ 

.:’ ., :. .’ ,, 

The experiences of six countrie~At.&raha, Canada, Germany, Japan; Mexico, 

/T 

and the United Kingdom--show that significant structural improvement in 
[ 

.I 
fiscal pojicy is possible ‘in modern democracies, although such progress appears ‘I 
difficult to sustabi. All six, countries took:actions, to control spending. * Revenue 
growth also contributed significandy to deficit reduction effortsm some coun- 

, 

tries but generally’i&‘due to tax systems’ re$onse to economic.lgroWh and 
i 

inflation. While five of the six countries reached fiscal b’alance or surtA.ts, all but 
/ 
[ 

Mexico reported deficits in 1’993.’ (AIUD-95-30$ 
.I . 
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34 Reports to Congress 

gg@t 
g& I8 Testiminies ’ 

mm 
OF TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES : i ” 

The multiagency Informatio’n Infrastructure Task Force has been charged with 
articulating a vision for the information sqerhighway.and guiding its develop- 
ment. This report provides a detailed discussion ,o,f three pivotal technical issues 
that affect the future of the emerging information superhighway. First, the 
superhighway must ensure data security and protect users’ privacy. Second, it 
should provide a “seamless” web of services,, with its components interoperating 
in a way that “is transparent to,users. Third, the superhighway must be com- 
pletely reliable. (AIMD-95-23) 

B#MULTIPLEEMPLOYMENTTRAINING 
PROGRAMS: MAJOR OVERHAUL NEEDED TO REDUCE 
COSTS, STREAMLINE THE BURENCRACY, AND IMPROVE 

RESULTS 

Testimony by the Associate Director, Education and Employment Issues, 
Clarence C. Crawford 

The federal government invests considerable effort and resources in helping 
people find productive employment. The result is 163 programs scattered across 
15 federal agencies providing employment training. These programs, with 
extensive and expensive overlap in administrative structure, target the same 
clients, share the same goals, and provide similar services. Despite spending 
billions of dollars each year, most agencies do not know if their programs are 
really helping people find jobs. The system confuses those seeking assistance and 
frustrates potential employers. (T-HEHS-95-53) 
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m BOTTOM-UP REVIEW: ANALYSIS OF l&y DOD ‘?;:,. 
&uMpnoNs , , :  1”‘. . I  -5 ,  ,.?:.-,G ‘.,. : .  ~, ,’ , ,  

‘,, :  
, :* 

, - ; I ,  p 

.1, 

.a !  ;  
:  . ,  ;’ 

~.j . ,  . ,  ,’ 
,  

In October 1993, the Departmene’of~Defense’(DOD) reported’on its bottom 

F 

up review- an assessment of U.S. defense needs in the post-Cold War era. 
F 

DOD’s review determined, among other things,‘that th.e~United..States sho$d 
G 

maintain the capability to fight and win two near\y.simultaneot& major regional 
1 
I 

conflicts. DOD has not fully analyzed key b&om-u&eview &umption&nd ) 
some of its assumptions are questionable. Al&, war-fighting command of@als 
believe that DOD’s concept for responding to’two .,nearly’simultaneous cohflicts 
may not be the best approach. DOD is continuing its analyses of the two- 

‘: \~~~,+oori~~~~st~~te&+$ ~:~~g@j+j~~~~y, g;;j :“q.*., ;‘;p$y$,y~ ‘;;(;,p; ..$ ~, ,,;; ,: 
‘r 

:; ;’ ‘;; ,;. “1 / 

1 

1 AVDYTION SAFETT FAACAN:BE MO&. P~o&TM: ~ 
‘IN PROMOTING AYIATION:SAFETY ’ 

,Testimony by the Director of Tram--o vation l&es,, Kqanetb M. Mead 

Air travel in this country is generally safe; however, the Federal Aviation Admin- 
istration @AA) could do more’to pro,mote safety.. FAA needs to b,e proactive, 
rather than reactive; it must ensure that 

‘. 
its staff keep pace with advances in 

aviation technology; and it needs accurate, reliable, a.r&timely’information to 
better identify emerging safety problems and make difficult choices on which 
safety improvements are most critical and time urgent. v-RCED-95-81) 

, 

: 
/ 
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@@j 34 Testimonies 
‘:. 

! m HIGH RISK SERIES ,< ” 
.‘, ,’ ~, a. 

This series updates GAO’s efforts, begun in 1990, to, address, federal program 
areas vulnerable to waste, fraud, abuse, and mismanagement. ‘The series focuses 
on six categories: providing for accountability and management ofdefense. 
programs, collecting and accounting for government revenues, ,the return on 
multibillion-dollar investm,ents in jnformati,on technology,,controlling Medicare 
fraud and abuse, minimizing loan program losses, and improving oversight of 
civil agency government contractors. Collectively, these categories affect almost 
all of the government’s $1.25 trillion revenue collection efforts and hundreds of 
billions of dollars of federal expenditures. (HR-95-1 through 12) 

B GOVERNlylENT REFOl$M: USING REENGINEEJUNG 
AND TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE GOVERNMENT 
PE~0RhlANCE 

Testimony by the Comptroller General of the Unitea! States, 
CharLesA. Bowsber . . ,, 

Reengineering and modern technology offer huge opportunities to reduce costs 
and improve the quality of government services. But, the federal sector lags far 
behind leading organizations that have used process’improvement and informa- 
tion technology to cut costs, streamline operations, and enhance service. After 
spending more than $200 billion on information sysrems over the past 12 years, 
the federal government is in the worst possible situation-having invested 
heavily in costly information systems that often fail to dramatically improve 
service or significantly reduce personnel and administrative costs. 
(T-OCG-95-2) 
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The District’s financial condition continues to ;deteriorate;, According to District 
estimates, fiscal year 1995 expenditures could be ~~arlpj$3.~~~6illion, !,$31 ~!:I 
million above the congressionally-mandated ,c&j; The@ist&t &e&ng sub 
stantial federal assistance to close this gap. G,iven continued spen,dmg levels :- 
above budgeted amounts, the District’s cash $osition is Ij’repa+ous.“:In fact; the 
District is insolvent-it does not have enough cashto pay its bills. The District’s 

’ n,“.w >;; .:;,:, ( L ‘.:. : (, ‘pl~~~~~~ddresd:rh~b’sii~at,on do:,-not, Ind~~~::~~~,,~jiir,‘~~ruau~ &&&f&-, i., : 

ment changes,.even though it will face increasing revenue gaps. 
(T-AIMD-95-88) 

., ., ,. 

m SCHOOL FACILITIES: CONDITION OF A&RICA’S :.. 
SCHOOLS . _, 

The nation’s schools will need about $112 billion to repair or upgrade America’s 
multibillion-ddllar’investment’ in facilities to,good overall condition, school‘ 
officials estimate. ‘Mostschool buil’dings arein adequate condition,, needing 
only some preventive.maintenance orcorrective’repair. However, about 14 
million students attend schools that need extensive repair or replacement of 1 or 
more buildings. Some school offtcials said that ‘lack,,of funds was a major factor 
in the- de&ions by school, districts to defer needed maintenance and repairs. 
(J-JEHSd-J5;61)’ ’ ,’ /. 

,. I ‘, 
,, ‘8 

m FORMER SOVIET UNION: CREDITWORTHINESS OR ,. 

SUCCESSOR STATES AND,I&S. EXP&T CREDIT 

GUARANTEES 
s i 

The U.S. Department ofAgriculture (USDA) ,provided more than $5,billion in 
export credit guarantees to the,former Soviet Union (FSU) and successor states 
despite its evaluations that these states were very risky from a,creditworthiness 
persp,ective. As ‘a result, USDA’s General.Sales Manager;102 loan portfolio is 
heavily exposed to ‘default.’ Large ,defaults Ihave already occurred’on FSU and 
.Riissian debt,‘requiring substantial ,dollar -outlays ,by ,the U.S. ,government. .. 
(GG,D-y5&)) .),I ,,” : ‘. : !. ’ :,. 7.. ” 

‘/ 
: i. . 
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m BLOCK GRANTS: CHARA~EWSR,&, EXPERIENCE, “, ‘,: ,I : 
AND LESSONS LEARNED, F 

One of the goals of block grants is to provide greater discretion to state and local 
governments. As the Congr,ess considers creating new block grants, lessons that i;, 

can be ‘drawn from prior experience include the need to focus on accountability ii 

for resuhs. ,Also, the Congress will need to make tou,gh decisions on ,block’grant 
funding formu@, taking into account state or lpcai need, di@rences ‘among’, 
states in: the costs of providing services, and state or local abilityto’contrjbute to ~ 

program costs. ,Formulas,will,~~quiye’current.and: accurate data to’measure need 
and ability to contribute. (I+HS-95-74) 

: 
. . .,’ 

I 

I 

lPEACE OPERATIONS: INFORMATION ON,U.S., ~yrj’,; 

UN. ACTWITIES 1 :, 

This report provides information on the costs and the funding of peace opera- 
tions, the effectiveness of United Nations (U.N.) operations; ‘U.S policy and 
efforts to strengthen UN. capabilities, and the’impact of peace operations on the 
U.S. military., The Departments of Defense and State and the Agency for ‘., 
International Development-have the,highest. incremental costs for,peaceopera- 
tions. The U.N. has been marginally effective in carrying out complex missions 
and is not equipped to plan. and.support large missions: However, it has been 
effective in, operations limited in scope;such. as monitoring peace, processes’and 
supervising elections. (NSIAD-9%102BR) 

m INTERCITY PASSENGER RAIL: FINANCIAL A~JD ‘. 

OPERATING. CONDITIONS ‘THWTEN AMTRAK’S : 

LONG-TERM VIABILITY 

Amtrak’s federal support totaled almost $1 billion in 1995 but still did notcover 
the widening gap between expenses and. revenues. Also, needs for new equip- 
ment and improvements to facilities and track would cost several billion dollars 
to meet. Amtrak is unlikely to be able to overcome its financial and operating 
problems without significant increases in passenger revenues and/or government 
subsidies. Amtrak and the federal government need to make important decisions 
about the future of intercity passenger rail service and the government’s commit- 
ment to subsidize it. (RCED-95-71) 
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ALTERNATIVES ARE AVAILABLE FOR ~MANAGINc ,j 

‘ENVIRONMENTALLY SENILE Cioimyp ,’ , ‘,I I : ., . L .,. ,. 
Three modifications to the Consetvation Reset-&program (CRP) could provide 
kq,jer-term environmental benefits at l&‘cost: (1) creating “buffer iones,” 
+chwould leave more of the field available for production and.lessen the cost 
to, g,ov$nment; (2) ,ailbwing ftimers”to +tn, revenue from, environmentally’ ’ 
compatible’uses of CRP land,‘such as producing hay; and’(S) providing for 
purchase of easements that restricted the:,+? o&d pkrmanently’or, t&tric?ed 
use for periods that were longer, than those currently ailowed:,’ (RCEDYS&) 

:. ,,’ ,. 

!. 

.‘,,, 
,’ 

I .  

m COMMUNITY.DEVELOPMENT COMPREHENSIVE 

&PROACHES @DRESS MULTIPLE NEEDS BUT ARE 

CHALLENGING TO I~~PL~MENT i’ 7;. ,!. 
_’ .’ > .’ 

This report- examinescomprehensive approaches that comm.unity-based non- 
profitorganizations have taken to improve, conditions,‘in distressed urban 

: neighborhoods. .It looks at community organizations,in.~fourcities-Boston; 
Detroit; Pasadena, California;, and.Washington, D.C.that rely on, ,residents’ 
participation to address the housing, economic, and social service needs of ;the 
communities. (RCED/HEHS-9549) ;. 

- 
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m ADDRESSING THE *DEFICIT: BUDGETARY 

IMPLICATIONS OF: SELECTED .GAO’ WORK FOR FIS~L 
YEAKlYjG ,; 

This report systematically ‘identifies the budgetary implications of selected.policy 
changes and,program reforms discusse’d in previous GAO publications but not 
yet implemented or enacted.’ Although many of these options do not reflect’ i 
recommendations, they represent one way to address, in a budgetary context, 
some of the significant probiems identified in GAO’s evaluations of federal 
poiicies and programs. The i2.0 options presented are organized around the 3 ,’ 
themes of reassessing program objectives, redefining program beneficiaries, and ’ 
improving program efficiency. Some of these options were used in the fiscal 
year 1995 Budget Resolution. (OCG-95-2) 

m DEPOSIT INSURANCE FUNDS: ANALYSIS OF 

INSURANCE PREMIUM DISPARITY BETWEEN BANKS AND 

THRIFTS 

A significant insurance premium disparity between banks and thrifts is likely 
when bank premiums are lowered once the Bank Insurance Fund is fully 
recapitalized. Thrift premiums could be more than five times greater than bank 
premiums because higher amounts are needed to fully capitalize the Savings 
Association Insurance Fund and to pay interest on bonds issued to help resolve 
the thrift crisis of the 1980s. Such a premium disparity could put thrifts at a 
competitive disadvantage with banks, adversely affecting the industry and its 
insurance fund. GAO’s report discusses a range of policy options to address 
these concerns. (AIMD-95-84) 
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tiTRAVEL’ PROtiESS REENGINEERING: ‘DOD .’ 
FACES CHALLENGES IN USING JNDUSTRY -I&ACT& TO.‘, k 

REDUCE COSTS 
I .  ‘a”,. _.Y., :  , ,  

The,Department of Defense (DOD) can save,hundreds of millions of dollars by 
IT 
b-1 

apclying industry best practicesin its effort to reengineer its .travel.management; P z 
however, applying private sector practices will not,be a simple matter. .At 1 .’ 
DOD location, processing a travel order involved”4? steps from’start to finish : 
and took nearly 6 hours to complete and 19 days to process. In contrast, at ‘.; 
Allied Signal Corporation, one company that has changedits corporate travel. i 
practice, the,.,cost to process,an expense report electronically js’only about .$3. 
(~MD;/NsIAD-95-90):;‘ ,:: I’ I> I ;’ ‘i,’ .,L~;) ‘; ‘:+ .I’,.““,;:, ~ ,. _/ ;.,: ‘,’ ‘. :. 

I 
I 

m E&EI%INtiOME CREDIT TARG&&?TO THE 
i 

WORKING POOR 

The ,earned income taxcredit (EI’C) is a’major ‘federal ‘effort to’.assist ,the working 
poor. It is .intended to offset, the impact ‘of social security taxes on low-income 
workers and to encourage the poor to seek employment rather, than welfarei 
Total costs, for the EIC increased dramatically when Congress broadened its 
coverage and increased the amount of credit available., The Internal Revenue 
Service estimates that nearly a third ,of the returns filed electronically during a,2- 
week period in,January 1994 claimed ,refunds,that were too: large and that $183 
million in claims were fraudulent.,. (GGD-9%122BR). / 

., .(’ 
., 

1% @& ‘S,ECUR.I’jT kw F~JN&&N~ ASSESSMENTS 
P~R~‘CI$DRE~&II~E. ELIGIBILITY QUESTIONS,, ” 

The number of children receiving Supplemental Security 1ncome:‘benefits has 
nearly tripled over the last 5 years, and benefit payments now exceed $4 billion 
annually. ; Program growth has been esp,ecially rapid-in awards to .children with 
mental and behavio.ral impairments. GAO, found that the process for assessing 
children was fundamentally, flawed and relied too heavily on examiners’ judg- 
ments, rather than on objective criteria. GAO could not substantiate allegations 
that parents had coached their children to, behave inappropriately so that they 
could qualify,for monthly cash benefits. (HEHS-95-66) 

,.. ., 
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@ SOCIAL SECURITY:- FEDER$L ‘DISABILITY PROGRAMS ‘8:: 

FACE MAJOR ISSUES );x; :. : ., ._ ::., ,:.: ,’ ,‘,:, 

Testimony of the Director, &come Securi$ ISSUB, Janp L.“.Ross .“’ ’ 

‘#Disability Insurance (DI) and Supplemental Security Income (SSI), the two 
major federal disability programs, have growq,dramaticalIp in recent,years.. 
Accompanying this growth are media reports that- highlight::‘fraud andabuse; ?. 
signaling to the public a program gone awry$& ;iechnblqgic~‘an~,rnedic~‘.: ,ig.,‘;$ 
advances create more oppornmities for persons with.disabilitiesto, engage, in 
meaningful and productive work, the premisesunderlying. DI and SSI may ‘need 
to,be modified.- (T-HEHS-95-97) 1 ’ 

‘. ., ‘, ‘.‘“,‘i’ ‘,,( j. ,, ,,: >- \!:‘.:, ‘: ,‘,t” 1’ : ,;: ,‘:.;:.;;!“‘;‘< “’ ‘I, .‘,,,!i, .‘,;a,.; ‘<n 

m DEFENSE ,HEALTH CARE: ISS~E~AND CHWF&I$,~ 
CONFRONTING MILITARY MEDICINE' ,, 

The Department ,of Defense’(DOD). is e$pkriencing many of the same chair “, 
lenges confronting the nation’s civilian health care-system-increasing costs and 
access to high-quality care. The military health &e’system coversabout 8:3 
million people and costs’over $15 billion annuaily:~ Its primary mission is to.. 
maintain the health of 1.7 million active duty personnel and to be prepared to 

I deliver heal&care during times of war. In addition, it provides health care to 
the~~~families of active duty personnel and their dependents and survivors and 

~ service retirees. (HEHS-95-104) .: :* 
:’ 

m UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES: No MORE 1 .,: 
HUNTER’SYSTEMS SHOULD BE BOUGHT WTIL 
PROBLEMS ARE FIXED 

Despite repeated,crashes during testing and other serious performance problems, Despite repeated,crashes during testing and other serious performance problems, 
the,Deqartment of Defense (DOD) pl the,Deqartment of Defense (DOD) pl ans to acquire 50 Hunter Unmanned ans to acquire 50 Hunter Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle Systems at an estimated cost of over $4 billion. GAO recom- Aerial Vehicle Systems at an estimated cost of over $4 billion. GAO recom- 
mends that DOD defer-a second production contract until the system demon- 
strates satisfactory performance and meets Army, Marine Corps, and,Navy 
requirements. (NSIAD-95-52) 

j: ., : 
‘ 
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m YMTHER FORECASTING: UNMET- NEEDS AND 
-, _ ,I’. 

UNKNOWN COSTS-.,WA~,+. &I@SESSMENT OF 

OBSERVING .$YSTEM PLANS .’ 
I  

_. 
, I  

: ,  

Given theimportant role the weather plays each day in the life of every Ameri- 
can,,it is increasingly ‘Important to resolve problems ofthe,National Weather 
Service’s (NWS) Automated Surface Observing System ‘@SOS). A component 
of NWS modernization, ASOS is intended to’automate the collection, the 
observation, and the dissemination of weather information, replacing human 
observers at many airports and mpst NWS’off~ces. : Shortfalls in the, system could 
place aviation efficiency and safety ,at risk and skew national climate research. 
(AIMD-95-81) 

m THE DEFICIT AND:THE ECONOMY: AN 
UpQA$ OF L0+T$i $A&A~~ONS s. _, 

Deficit reduction simulations, updated since GAO’s 1992 report, confirm that 
the “no action” path remains unsustainable in the:long term. A budget balance 
or surplus would yield a stronger long-term economy than the “muddling 
through” approach, which maintains deficits at 3 percent of gross domestic 
product. Also, early reductions in fast-growing areas, such as health programs, 
would produce more long&term benefits than other spending cuts. The Congress 
faces difficult trade-offs between the short- and long-term costs and benefits of 
deficit reduction, as well as hard budgetary choices among competing programs 
and priorities. (AIMD/OC&95-119) 
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m”TELEpHONE PSSISTANCE: ADOPTING PRACTICES 

USED BY OTHERS WOULD Hti~i) II& SERVE MORE 
TQ~AYJTRS , .: : ‘. ‘. 

For millions oftaxpayers, calling the Internral Revenue Service (IRS) for answers 
to their questions has become increasingly frustrating .as more and more calls 
have gone unan~ered. Compared with f,ive.orgapi&ons GAC, contacte&the 
Social Security Administration (SSA) and fourprivatesector ,companies&I,RS, 
doesnot apply commonly used management practicesto, assist taxpayers,: For 
example, IRS telephone, assistance is available: r 0 hours a .day compared with: 12 
hours day at the SSA and 24 hours a day at all four companies. ,. (C$IJ-95-86) 

. : : 1 :_ ,’ ,,‘I, 

I MEDICAID: SPENDING I~ESSURE~ ‘&WE. STATES 
TO~IID PROGRAMJ~EINVENTION. ,’ : ., : 

: I, ‘. 

Escalating program costshave led some‘states to move all,or’mostof their 
Medicaid population into managed-care arrangements after obtaining approval 
to ivaive certain federal requirements. ‘Although these statewide demonstration 
programs will extend benefits to more low-income,individuals, they ‘may also 
result in increased federal spending. GAO’s analysis showed that three states 
with approved waivers may obtain more federal funding than they would have 
under original Medicaid programs but’ that inlone additional&ate, federal ,’ 
spending might be less over the life of the waiver. (HEHS-?5-122). ; 

m SCHOOL FACILITIES AMERICA’S.SCHOOLS NOT 

DESIGNED OR EQUIPPED FOR 21s~ CENTURY 

School officials in a national sample of schools reported that most were unpre- 
pared for the 21st century in critical areas, Most schools reported that they did 
not fully use modern technology, they lacked flexible instructional space, and 
they could not meet the functional requirements of’key support services. About 
40 percent of schools reported that their facilities cannot meet the needs of 
laboratory science or large-group instruction even moderately well. Also, not all 
students nationwide have equal access to facilities that can support education 
into the 21st century. (HEHS-95-95) 
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DVA HE&CTH, CJRE: ,&‘rxR~EnNG N&ED ‘co 
* 

I_< 
BETTER MEET VETEBANS’~~‘CHAN& NEI~S ‘. ., 

p 
,p 
-- 

: 
The veterans’ health care system was originally established to treat war-related 

L 
k=i _ - -. 

injuries and help rehabilitate veterans with service-connected disabilities: 
Gradually; the Department ofVeter&~s Affairs (VA)‘shified to a system~focusing 

“’ primarily’on treatment of low-inco’me’veterans%ith non-service-connected 
di&biliti& “Changes need, to b&made in VA health care to’better ‘meet veterans’ 

_ heglthcare’needs;‘tiut VA’s restructuring efforts’are focused on preserving the 
curre,nt, system r,ather than focu.&g its limited resourceson alternatives. 
(HE,Hs+$L$9) ,,; ._ 1.)” ; ., .i.-, ,_ /.;, ,; ., ’ : ~ 1; “’ ; Y”‘, ,, 

mVETE&iNS BENEFITS: ‘VA CAN PREVENT. MILLIONS 

IN COMDENSA~ON ,Afj~ PENSION CVERPA~~ENTS 

Over the past decade, the DepartmentofVeteransAffairs (VA) detected almost 
$3.1 billion in compensation and .peiision overpayments to veterans and their 
survivors. VA has the capability to :prevent ,overBayments’ but has not imple- 
mented preventive measures. For example, VA do’es ,hot use available’informa- 
tion, such as information on when beneftciaries Will ,become:eJigible for,social 
securi$,‘to prevent’ov~erpayments~ from, occurring, 1 Nor does it;collect and use ,. 
information on the specific causes of overpayments to target preventive efforts. 
(HEHS-9%88) : :, ,,’ , ., 

“’ 
~ : 

/ ,, ‘. 
,,/. 

m LONG-TERM,, CARE: CURRENT ISSUES AND, FUTURE 

Because the cost of long-term care is substantial and is growing, this issue is 
receiving serious attention at both the state and national levels of government. 
Long-term care:is not’an issue li’mitedto the elder1y.as.a substantial portion of 
the longiterm care population consists of younger people with disabilities. A key 
factor driving change in how the nation pays for long-term care is concern about 
cost. Long-term-care insurance may play a larger role in the future, as we!1 as 
increased public sector spendmg on home- and community-based care. 
(HEHS-95 169) 
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~ ITACTICAL'AIRCRAFT:'CoNc~~~c~IN 
DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF F-22 AIRCRAFT 
SHOULD BE F$DUCE~ a:, .’ ( ,, : ; 

.The Air Force plans to buy 8b.‘F-22s;~atkkimated cost of $!2.4.billion, 
before completing initial ‘operational testing and ev&ation (IOT&E); Histori- 
tally,, buying weapon, systems befor&dem,onsFrati.ng performance .through: ” ‘. ,. 
operational testing has led to adverse consequences. TheJZs! a.lready~:disclosed 
engine and stealthiness problems, and.the hotential for avionik’and softkare ,‘, 
problems underscokthe need, for IOT&E,before significant production corn?. : 
mitmentsaremde. (NsIAD~95~59)' '.t ' ,.,-'., 'i, 

m ARMYTl64.INING: ONE-T,@Q OF 1993 AND J!pi " 
BUDGETED FUNDS WERE USED FOROTHERPURPOSES 

', : ! 
Congress has consist&my supported the Army’s.requests for military ‘training 
funds-commanly referred to as operating tempo funds-to keep the Army’s 
forces at a high level of combat readiness. 

: 
Of the $,3,6 ,billion of fiscal years 

1993 and 1994 operating tempo~furrds for two major Army commands, about 
$1.2 billion, or 33 percent, was ,,moved to other operations and mainten’ance 
accounts and to support operations in’,Somal$ and H,aiti. GAO found that 
budget requesF.have exceeded amounts, needed,to conduct the rraining exercises 
required <to ach,ieve readiness objectives. (NSIAD-95-71) 

., ,’ i :, ! 
,;, ‘.’ ‘,: .,,.,’ 

m MILITARY BASES: -JWWSIS OF, DOD’s l.995’ 
PROCESS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CLOSURE AND’ 

REALIGNMENT I 

‘, 
When announcing the 1995 recommendations for base closures and realign- 
ments (BRAC), the Department of Defense (DOD) projected $1.8 billion in 
annual recurring savings. ,GAO reviewed the recommendations and selection 
process and found that DOD’s 1995 BRAC .process was generally sound and 
well-documented and should result in substantial savings. But DOD did not 
take Ml advantage of cross-servicing opportunities that could have achieved 
additional savings. (NSIAD-952133) 

.’ 
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f$i DEFENSE l?RQG&iMS, AND SPENDING: 
NEEDFOR,&FdRMs ‘i. ’ :?,, . :’ ’ ; , 

, .i : _. 
Testimony bf t&Seni’or ~e~~~.~~dmternationaIA$birr Advisor to th 
Comp~oller General of the United States, Frank e C&&m ‘. 

k 

This testim’ony discusses GAQls.workthat clearly shows that the,Department of 
Defense (DOD) svastes billion~.,of~~~llars, each. year because .there”are long-. ,’ 
standing inefficiencies in its day&day .operations and. because it hjs been, slow 

) 

; to take advantage of opportunities to reform systems and processes, make further 
reductions, in ~infrastructure, and .reduce costs. Interested,parties-the, DOD, 
the Congress, theldefense,industry,.and. o,thers, -+eede to iadopt a new culture or k- 

perspective to adchess these problems. (T~NSIAD~35;143) .,, :; ., 
! 
I 

The U.S: government spends about’$200 billion annually;on goodsand services, 
ranging from‘weapon systems’to~cbm’puter systems to everyday commodities.’ It 
pays an enormous premium-an’estimated~l8’p&cent-on what it buys solely 
because of requirements impo.&.&r its contra&& The Federal‘Acquisition 
Streamlining Act of 1994, the first step in procurement reform, simplified the 
procurement process. ‘Subsequent reforrnproposals should involve simplifying 
the process’ further,,by’incre&ng, reliance;onthe co’mmercid marketplace and 
reducing the costs,an,d the, burdens of disputes. .(T-OGC-95-19) .,. 

m OPE&KfI~N DESERT STC)pM: INV~TIG+TION OF ,., 
A U.S., ARMY I&ATIucIDF’ ‘INCIDENT.. 

1 , I .  

In the. early morningof February.27, 1991, during the. Persian Gulf War, Army 
Corporal Douglas L. Fielder was unintentionally killedand Sergeant, James E. 
Napier wounded by U.S. soldiers who ,had mistaken them for the enemy. 
Several critical factors led to this incident: Qperation plans and orders were 
incomplete and did not contain current intelligence information, and personnel 
involved did not abide by the stated rules of engagement nor did they know of 
or use the appropriate antifratricide signals. The Army’s investigation of the 
incident, which cleared Army officers of responsibility, was flawed, and investi- 
gators never resolved.inconsistencies. (OSI-95-10) 
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39 Testimonies 

m MEDICARE CLAIMS: COMMERCIAL TECHNOLOGY 

COULD SAVE BILLIONS LOST TO BILLING ABUSE 

The Medicare program is plagued by billing abuse because of inadequate 
funding for fraud and abuse prevention activities, uneven implementation of 
payment controls, and flawed payment policies. Avoiding these preventable 
losses would help control Medicare costs without affecting beneficiary services or 
provider fees. GAO estimates that use of commercial computer systems de- 
signed to detect procedure code manipulation-one type of billing abuse-could 
have reduced federal payments for physician services and supplies by nearly 2 
percent in 1994. Beneficiaries, who are responsible for deductibles and 
copayments, could have saved over $140 million in 1994. (AIMD-95-135) 

STRENGTHENING FEDERAL MANAGEMENT 

Testimony of the Assistant Comptrollers General, General Government 
Division and Accounting and Information Management Division, 
Johnny C Fin@ and Gene L. Doduro 

To strengthen federal management, four steps need to be taken. First, precise 
program and business goals must be developed and performance must be 
measured against these goals. Second, ineffkient operations need to be 
reengineered and investment needs to be made in technology to bring govern- 
ment into the information age. Third, financial management needs to be 
strengthened to instill accountability and control costs. Fourth, human resource 
management issues need to be addressed to build and maintain a more capable, 
highly trained workforce. (T-GGD/AIMD-95-158) 
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AGAINST GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS ~ND,‘E~I%NDITURES 

Testimony of the Managing Director, International Trade, Finance, and 

b 

6 

Competitiveness Issues, Alkzn I. Mendelowitz 

Diverse reasons underpin U.S. government export promotion programs. While 
k 
2 

such expenditures of taxpayer dollars can be- supported-or criticized with any 
number of qualitative arguments, there is no’definitive empiricalwork that’. 
shows a positive or a negative impact of the program. &he Congress deter- 
mines that the expenditure of public funds for ex$ort promotion should be I- - - 
continued, significant opportunities exist for-cost savings and cost-effective 
organizational change.’ (;L;-GGD-95ilG9)’ ” .’ 

m WELFARE PROGRAM: OPPORTUNITIES TO 
CONSOLIDATE AND INCREASE PROGRAM EFFICIENCIES 

The programs that make up the nation’s welfare system have developed incre- 
mentally over time as the Congress has addressed specific needs. of low-income 
families. No overarching goal was ever developed to unify the programs and 
help ensure that families’ needs were being met. When restructuring the welfare 
system, the Congress needs to ensure that federal funds are,used efficiently and 
that programs are focused on outcomes. (HEHS-95-139) 

i ‘, 

m EXPORT -CONTROLS: CONCERNS-OVER 
STEALTH-&MTED EXPORTS 

Unclear lines of jurisdiction over stealth-related items may lead to the inappro- 
priate export of militarily sensitive stealth materials and technology. Control 
over these exports is split between the Departments of State and Commerce. 
State, with input from the Department- of Defense (DOD), controls munitions 
items, and Commerce has responsibility for items with both civilian and military 
uses. Commerce has limited authority to prevent stealth-related exports and 
does not refer most applications for the export categories related to stealth to 
either the Department of State or DOD for review. (NSIAD-95-140) 
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m PEACE OPERATIONS: UPDATE ON THE SITUATION 
IN THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA 

,. 

GAO.reported that the United Nations (U.N.) had been ineffective in helping 
resolve the major issues of conflict in the former Yugoslavia. An estimated 
250,000 Bosnians had been killed, but the U.N. had done little to deter attacks 
against “safe areas” or prevent Croatian territory from being used to stage 
attacks on Bosnia, though mandated by the. SecurityCouncil. In addition to 
contributing more than $3 billion for the United Nations Protection Force, 

f U.N. member states had provided billions more in voluntary contributions and 
40,000 peacekeeping troops; NATO air power had also been committed to the 
operation: (NSIAD-95148BR)’ ’ ’ 

(, . 

I ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIVE: CURRENT 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES REQUIRE NEW 

APPROACHES 

- Testimony by the Director, Environmental Protection Issues, 
Peter F. Guerrero 

The breadth of the environmental challenge facing the nation means that the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) must better target its resources. EPA 
cannot do so without a clearly defined mission and changes in its legal founda- 
tion and management structure. A good working relationship with the states, 
which are called upon to manage most federal environmental programs for EPA, 
is vital. The states, however, are burdened by unfunded federal mandates, and 
communication between EPA and the states regarding setting spending and 
other priorities is poor. (T-RCED-95-190) 
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m FOOD AID: CQMDETJNG GQALS AND REQUIREMENTS 
HINDER TITLE I PROGRAM RESULTS : 

During the past 40 years, the United States has allocated more than $88 billion 
in food assistance to developing countries under title I of the 1954 Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act; commonly referred to as P.L. 480. The 
size and the importance of the title I program have declined, and the program as 
currently structured does not.meet-its economic development or market develop- 
ment objectives. The Congress may wish to-refocus, restructure,~or eliminate 
the program. (GGD-95-68) 

m WELFARE BENEFITS: POTENTIAL TO RECOVER 
HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS MORE IN OVERPAYMENTS 

Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC), Food Stamps, and Medic- 
aid are needs-based programs that provide either direct financial assistance, food 
coupons, or payments for certain medical services to low-income individuals and 
families. In 1992, federal- and state-funded benefits for these programs totaled 
about $161 billion. There was an estimated $4.7 billion in benefit overpay- 
ments because of fraud, client error, or agency error, representing about 
4 percent of total benefits paid. Total overpayments recovered, about 
$333 million, were relatively low. (HEHS-95-111) 
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WJ~B~CORPS: H’ IGH COSTS ;AND MI&ED’ t&ULTS &USE’ 

‘QUESTIONS ABOUT ‘PROGRAM’S EFFECTIVENESS 

The Job Corps is the most expensive federal youth employment and training 
program, .with current appropriations of about $1 .billion. GAO found that 
about half of the jobs obtained by trainees were low-skill jobs, such positions as 
fast food workers, and were not related to the training provided by the Job. 
Corps.. GAO questioned whether the Job Corps’ long-standing practice of 
awarding sole+ource contracts to national contractors for about a third of the 
training was effective. Nearly half of all job placements were. found by the 
student, family, or friends, not by national training contractors. 
(HEHS-95-180) 

IARMY NATIOdL &Jm: COMBAT BRIGADE’S 
ABILITY TO BE READY FOR.W;QR IN ~@~AYS Is uNchRT&N : : .” ,. “, 

Changing defense needs have increased reliance on Army National Guard 
combat brigades and on their ability to deploy to any number of regional 
conflicts. GAO looked at the training of seven brigades designated to reinforce 
active duty units. : None of the reserve brigades came close to achieving training 
goals, making it highly uncertain that they’could be ready to deploy 90 days after 
mobilization. Other readiness issues are the inability to recruit and retain 
enough personnel to meet staffring needs and the poor working relationship 
between the active Army and the state-run. Guard.; (NSIAD-95-91) 

‘.. 

; .  

~F~REIGN H~~~ING.GUWWI-Y ~~oa~4hk~ 
FINANCIAL CONDITION ,Is POOH AND GOALS ARE NOT 
ACHIEVED 

The Congress should consider terminating the Agency for International 
Development’s Housing Guaranty Program because it has failed to achieve its 
fundamental goal of promoting private sector investment in low-income housing 
in developing countries, its benefits often go to higher-income persons, and its 
loan defaults may ultimately cost the U.S. government as much as $1 billion. 
(MAD-95-108) 
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The National Aeronauticsand Space Administration (NASA) has, substantially 

zzzz 
I= I:--1 

reduced funding for shuttle operations and plans further cuts. The cost was 
k===y 

reduced in part by’cutting the number of space flights. NASA abpears to have I= 
adequately considered safety while reducing costs. However, it is diffrcuh for’ 
NASA to know how much furtherit can reduce costs without affecting safety. 
(NSI~-g5~11’8)‘.~ : : : ;: :, 

‘. _ ” r; ,;‘ 
,’ ,..” !- 

m SPACE STATION:’ EsTIMATEDT~T~~~ US. ,FUNDING :iil.i’ 1 
REQUIREMENTS 

GAO estimates U.S. funding requirements for the design, the launch, the 
assembly, and lo-year operations,of the InternationaI,Space Station at about 
$94 billion-over $48 billion to complete the assembly in ‘June,2002 and almost 
$46 billion to operate and conduct research ‘for 10 years’thereafier. This amount 
is about $77 billion ‘in fiscal year 1995 constant dollars and does not include the 
value of the international partners’ ,contributions to the 1,nternationaI ,Space 
Stati,on. program. (NSIAD-95-163) 

; ,, ‘, I ..’ ‘. 
., ,’ .- 
.I :. I ._’ i;: 

I’I~,*uNI.~TIoN: :,HHs CO@D Do”Mo? ~9 .‘, 
INCREASE ‘VACCINATION &ONG OLDER ADULTS . 

, : .’ / 

Pneumonia and influenza amthe leading causes of vaccine-preventable death. 1 
The elderly suffer the most from these diseases, and the costs to the federal ! 

government, through Medicare, are substantial. GAO suggests that enhanced 
/ 

promotional efforts would increase immunization rates and thus save lives, 
Promotional efforts directed to heahh care,providers-physicians and hospi- ; 
tals-would be more effective than efforts to influence consumers’ knowledge 
and attitudes. (PEMD-95-14) 

,, .” 
I 
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More than 95’percent of the ,nation’s children receive recommended vaccinations 
by the time they’enter school.,, TheVaccines for Children Program, created in 
1993, was intended to,increase childhood immunization by’reducing the cost’to 
iarentk GAO-found, that’the vaccine costwas not a factor and identified missed 
+portunit@s for vaccination during a child% regular contact ivith health care 
providers as a major barrier. (l?l?MD-9:{22) i’l .” 

/ .,, ,: 1 

This program, established in 1989, has successfully increased the supply of 
affordable housing for very low-, low- and ‘moderate-income households. 
Through 1993, $234 million in 6uid.s were used to help leverage an additional 
$3 billion from other sources to finance projects containing over 62,000 housing 
units in urban, suburban, and rural communities. This report describes how 
fi.tnds have been used to finance affordable housing initiatives and makes’ 
recommendations to improve program administration. (RCED-95-82) 

I PUBLIC HOUSING: ‘CONVERTING TO HOUSING 
CERTIFICATES RAISES MAJOR QUESTIONS ABOUT COST 

Housing certificates are intended to provide public housing residents greater 
opportunity to select where ,they want to live. However, actual choice in 
housing depends on many factors, including the current tenant’s inclination to 
move, the availability of affordable housing, the willingness of private landlords 
to accept housing certifkates, and the extent to which housing antidiscrimina- 
tion laws are followed and enforced. The ultimate costs of converting to hous- 
ing certificates is not known. (RCED-95-195) 
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m COTTON PRO~GRAM: CosTLi AND ctiMl’&X ,: 

GOVHWMENT- PROGRAM NEEDS- TO 43~ ,.&$sEs$ED,~, ’ ::.‘.: 
: 

The cotton program has evolved over the past 60 years into a costly, complex 
maze of domes& and international price supports that .benefu producers at great 
cost to the government and spciety. In 1993,295 producers, each received more 
than $250,0004 of these recejved more than $1 m$onYin government 
payments for their cotton operations. The,economic, conditions that led to>ihe 
creation of the! program in the 1939s no longer. exist. The’Congress may wish to 
consider whether benefits from the-program are-worth its costs and if the. ’ 
program should be continued. (RCED-95-107) ” ,. .% ,., ,I... -,, 
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m TAX SYSTkMS MODERNIZATION: MANAGEMENT 
AND TECHNICAL WEAKNESSES MUST ,BE CORRECTED IF 
MODERNIZATION Is TG, SUCCEED 

Since 1986, the Intern’al Revenue Service hasinvested $2.5 billion in Tax 
Systems Modernization (TSM) -and expects to spend over $8 billion by 2001., 
This world-class information’systems development effort, much larger than most 
other organizations will ever undertake, is at serious risk because of management 
and technical problems. Vulnerable to schedule delays, cost overruns, and failure 
to meet mission goals, TSM was added to GAO’s.list of high-risk areas in 
February 1995. (AIMD-95-156) 

BE SUSTAINED TO ACHIEVE THE REFORM GOALS OF THE 

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICERS ACT 

Testimony of the Comptroller General of the United States, 
Charles A. Bowsher 

Through this act, the Congress has laid the foundation to provide much needed 
accountability and gain financial control of government operations. Progress has 
been made, but more needs to be done to fully achieve the act’s financial man- 
agement reform goals and attain the type of accountability and effectiveness the 
American taxpayers expect and deserve. Chief Financial Officers need to 
overcome serious financial reporting and systems weaknesses and to upgrade the 
qualifications and the training of financial management staffs. Also, the Inspec- 
tors General must better position themselves to perform financial audits. 
(T-AIMD-95-204) 
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STRENGTHEN FEDERAL MANAGEM&T $ I$F&$L&IQ$ : 
AND TECHNOLOGY 

;.’ 
ii 

4 .I ,,+:.: L, ” (’ 

Testimony of the Assistant Comptro& General, Accoynting andhjhna~on 
Management Division, G&e L: Dodzro I ;. ” ST : 1 j 

,,,, ..‘,! : 
;, ,, I , 
. 

This testimony discusses a legislative proposal, the Infor~~tioll:Technol~~~ 
Management Reform Act of 199.5, which,*‘if enacted,$v%iId change‘the : ‘.I 
government’s focus on information technology (IT) frbm.a technical to a 
management focus, It would establish a senior management positionbf Chief 

:: . . “Informatioii’:‘QfEcer :i~;,a~‘~~~jor:f~d~~~l~~n~~~~;~nd :i+rld~hoId:a@+y heads ; 
accountable for ensuring that IT investments maximized overaIl missiotrben- 
efits. In addition, it would directly link budget decisions with performance J 
affecting the approval, the continuation, or the termination of major IT invest- 
ments. (T-AIMD-95-205) 

Testimony of the Associate Director, &Jget &sues; Sdan J hhig ‘, 

The budget process should offer .the Congress, the means to set overall fiscal 
,policy and to set national,priorities. .The procesqshould be:understandabIe to 
the interested citizen and it.shouId provi,de:accountabiIity. This, testimony : 
suggests, that Congress create;a “lookback” procedure to evaluate, progress in 
reducing the deficit. By geriodically comparing,current deficit projections with 
projections i,n prior deficit reduction agreeme,nts or recgnciliation legislation? the 
Congress can identify slippage and take actions, if desired, to bring the deficit 
path closer to the originai goal. (T-AIMD-95-214) 

: 
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~suPPLEMENTALSECURIT~IWCOM~: (ZROWTH. 

AND CHANGES IN RECIPIENT PO*PULATION’ CALL FOR 

REEXAMINING P~oqq4 

, The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program, the largest cash assistance 
program for the poor, is one of the fastest-growing entitlement programs. Adults 
with mental impairments, children, and non&ii&is, account for nearly’90 
Rkrcent,‘ofSSi’s growth since 1991; These recipients tend to be younger, stay 

I, on SSI longer, receive larger,, benefits;aird ‘depend more’ on SSI ‘as a prima;) 
source‘of @come. A reexamination ofthe SSI’Rrogmm is needed to bett&serve 
its: intended pop~~~i~~ a;id ~0: reassure the,~itb]i6 ,of tie ,pro~~~‘-‘.jntcgdty., 

(HEHS-951137) : 
.) ,, 

ir.,. ‘jl.2, .dil., ‘i ,, :,,;.,\i .:l:.j’.“T..’ -,i 1 ,: : 
I!; 
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I _. 
I •PRE~CRIPTION D,RuGs ANDTHEELDERLY: ;: 

MANY STILL RECEIVE POTENTIALLY HARMFUL DRUGS 

DESPITE RECENT IMPROVEMENTS . . ( ,, 

The in,approRriate use of prescription dru,gs.is, a’ potential health: Rrobiem that is 
particular!y acute for. the elderly. ,Not only do the elderlyuse more prescription 
drugs than any other age.group, but also they ‘are more hkely’to betaking several 
dru.gs,at ,once, increasing the probability of adverse drug reactions; ,‘. I,t is esti- 
mate’d that the annual cost of hospitalizations because of inappropriate prescrip- 
tion drug use is $20 billion. Drug utilization reviews by .pharmacists are one of 
many efforts that are helping to reduce this prob!em. 
(HEHS-95-152) 

REMAIN’ UNINSURED DESPITE MEDICAID EXPANSION 

As a result of legislative changes expanding Medicaid eligibility for children, 4.8 
million more children are covered. Although a substantial number of uninsured 
children meet federal Medicaid age and’income eligibility requirements, 2.3 
million are not enrolled. Reasons’may be that parents lack knowledge about 
their potential eligibility and difficulties have been encountered in applying for 
Medicaid. Changes to Medicaid that. resulted in reducing the number of 
children covered, without also changing the health insurance marketplace, could 
lead to significantly more uninsured children in the future. (HEHS-95-175) 
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$f# MEDIC.&& : &OPTI~.G., PRIVATE SE~T@‘!I’ECHI$UES 

COULD CURB LOSSES To FRAUD AND&USE : ‘3 ,. 7,. L : 

Testimony of the Director, Health Financing’ iind ~olicj Ikei, ’ I 
Sarah F. Jaguar 

Medicare losses occur in .part because;of inappropriate Rricing and inadequate 
scrutiny ofc1ai’m.s and because abusive or poorly .quali$d, &&id&s of medicaI 
services and supplies are alJ.oyed to p,a$icipate. in the timgram: The&.j’$b~ems 
can be’found elsewhere& both!the public and/private sectors. Priv.ate ,he+h 
insurance~co,mmpar+es ,use mo,de:rn management te,chniques,,such as ‘competitive 
bidding and advanced software programs,: and re~~~.~~er~o.rehuce.~~u4 !and 
abuse. If Medicare used more private sector’techniques, it could significantly 
reduce losses. (HEHS-95-211) 

Much debate exists about the risks iosed by most sites on the Natidnai’D’iiorities 
List. The3Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) does not prioritize its 
Superfund’cl‘eahup actions to address the aworst’sites first,” those that Rose the 
most significant’public health risks. About one-third of the 225 sites .in the’~ 
ERA’s database represented health risks serious enough to warrant cleanup,’ given 
current land use. There were minimal serious health risks at remaining sites, 
assuming land use remains constant. (RGEDL9!-205) 

.: 

I 
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m FINANCIAL AUDIT: EXAMINATION OF IRS’ FISCAL 
YEAR 19 9 4 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ., , 

GAO could not express.an opiniorron the reliability of the Inter&Revenue 
Service’s (IRS) financial statements. IRS continues to .face major challenges ,in 
,developing,meaningful and reliable financial management information and in 
providing adequate internal controls that are essential to effectively manage and 
report on its operations. Overcoming these challenges is difficult because of the 
long-standing nature and depth of IRS’ financial management problems and the 
antiquated state of.its systems. (AIMD-95-141) 

IMEDICARE: INCRJMSED HMO OVERSIGHT COULD 

IMPROVE QUALITY AND ACCESS TO CARE 

‘rhe Congress is considering ways to attract’Medicare beneficiaries’to health 
maintenance organizations (HMO) ’ h R m o es of containing cost gro\?;th while 
preserving or improving quality and access to care. Medicare needs to adopt 
some private sector practices in overseeing HMO performance. For example, 
some large employers are requiring that HMOs undergo review by the National 
Committee for Quality Assurance, a private agency that sets and enforces HMO 
quality standards that are more stringent than current federal guidelines. 
(HEHS-95-155) 
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m SUPPiEMENTa SECUNTY INC,OhJE:, I:‘:. 1 
DISABILITY PROGRAM V~~LNR&BLE ~6 &P$&NT~,@A~~D 

[_. 

WHEN MIDDLEMEN AR&&~ 3 .-!. : 
E 
F 4 F-7: 
” 

Recent media reports and congressional hearings have:focused attention on the 
increasing number of fraudulent claims.for disability;benef$ that have been filed 
by non-English-speaking immigrants. These .claimshave b+$cihtated by 
some middlemen who are paid to provide’ translation: services tothelp indi$duals 
apply for SSI benefits. In Washington State; ,a middleman arrested for frau’d had 
helped at least 240 immigrants obtain $7 million’in SSI benefits by coaching 

I ‘&enj &‘+hi& ~,.e’;i~c;il,~j++# &.-claim’ ~d’provil#$ f”dle. information..on! 
their medical conditions’ and family histories. (HEHS-95-116) 

;‘. I. 
: 

\ ,, : ‘.i .,. .L., ‘;, 

:, 

m MEDICARE:, EXCESSIVE PAYMENTS FOR MEDICAL 

$J~PLIES CONTINUE DESPITE IMPRQVEMENTS , 8. _. 

A 1994 congressional hearing identified.an instance’where Medicare paid over 
$15,000 worth of claims for a month’s supply of surgical dressings for one 
patient.’ Since medical suppliers were permitted to select the Medicare,contrac- 
tors that:would;process and pay their claims; some exploited this freedom by 
“shopping” for contractors with the weakest controls and highest payment rates. 
Although Medicare has made improvements to prevent contractor shopping; it 
needs to,:establish better internal controls and more,stringent payment.proce- 
dures. (HEHS-95-171) ;), 

: I’ 

m INVENTORY MANAGEMENT: DOD CAN BUILD 

ON PROGRESS IN USING .BEST PRAFTICES TO..ACHIEVE 

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS ,, 
-_ ‘, 

: 
.’ j 

,: . ., 

While the Defense Logistics Agency (DIA) has taken steps to reduce consum- 
able inventories, it could.do more to achieve substantial savings. DLA has ‘not ;o 
tested the more-innovative commercial practices used by companies to reduce 
inventories and costs; If DLA adopted these practices for hardware and person- 
nel items, significant cost savings’might result. Despite’ its successful efforts to 
reduce pharmaceutical inventories at 150 military medical facilities, DLA still 
has not achieved the same savings as‘civilian hospitals. (NSIAD-95-142) 

; j ,’ 
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m U.S.-JAPAN COOPERATIVE DEWLOl?AdENT: ” 
PROGRESS ON.THE FS-X PROGRAMENHANCES JAPANESE . 
,&ROSPACE CAPABILITIES ,, ,,, ..,1 I 

Japan’s FS-X fighter aircraG is a significantly modified derivative of the US. Air 
, Force’s F- 16. It .is planned, as the r+lacement for. Japan’s, aging, domestically 

developed F- 1 fighter. There are concerns .abo,utjhe transfer .of US. technology 
to Japan through the FS-X program and about whether the.United States will 
receive useful technologies. in return;: .Yhik no-,one, currently knows what 
benefits; if any, Japanese technologieswillprovide to the United States, the FS- 
X program is strengthening, Japan’s aerospace industry, and reducing its depen- 
dence on U.S. suppliers for future milita,ry? and, possibly,commercial, aircraft. 
(NSIAD-95 145) 

‘, 

BOMBER: 
.i’ .: : 

m B-2 STATUS ,OF C~ST(D&E~QP~E$, &D ., 

PRODUCTION ‘. 

After 14 years of development and evolving mission, requirements, including 6 
years of flight testing, the Air Force, has, yet ‘to demonstrate, that. the BT2 design 
will meet some of its. most, important mission requirements. Test progress has 
been slower than planned, hampered.by late deliveryof test,aircr&, modifica- 
tions tocorrect problems, so,fkvare problems,. changes to the,B-2’s primary 
mission, and other factors. Achieving acceptable radar signatures, the most 
critical stealth feature, has been .a problem. (NSIAD-95-164) 

,, 8 I 

I 

PROBLEMS RAISE, QUESTIONS ABOUT LONG-TERM 
.vIABILITy .. ,.’ 

,, 

Although in the short run the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is protected 
from competition , by legislation and its’customer contracts, TVA will have to ~. 
compete with other utilities in the long~run: Because of its heavy debt burden 
and resultant high financihg costs, TVA will lack: the, flexibility to successfully 
compete. To the extent that TVA cannot ‘compete ,and improve its financial 
condition, the federal government will be at risk for some portion of TVA’s 
debt. (AIMD/RCED-95134) 
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Testimony of the Assistant Cdmptrolh Getierab’ l&ourceS, Cohm&3y, and 
Economic,Dqelopment Division,, Keith 0. Fu& .1’ 8 i : : ,, ,:/’ . ,. . 
If Cuba’s nuclear;power-reactors:become operational, a number of concerns 
must’be addressed; induding’the‘quality of the civil construction completed to 
datei the lack,of a. regulatory organization;lancJtheadequacy of operator train- 
ing.:, In the’event of anaccident; tl&Gontainment structtuecould be breached 

..’ and: radiation’ could be released:-: *Air currents’ could carry radioactive materials to 
.’ the~&Jnited&ates, as’.far we& ,aS Texas and as far north as !Washington, D.C; 
(T-RcE&~~A~J~) ,\.:j ,.:. I,.,!,, .-: ,-i ‘.: ,,- ,> :,,,t,,,:i. , 

,,I; :.:, 

u NATIONAL PA&KS: DIFFICULT CHOICES NEED TO BE 
MAD&.j&jT w$ Fbti& & ‘mE J-J-Jks ’ 

There is cause for concern over the health of America’s national parks. These 
parks, which serve more than ,270 million visitors a,year, contain many of the 
country% most-significant natural areas a&historic sites. Balancing the dual 

a+missions of providing ,for:the public’s enjoyment ,and protecting the Inatural and 
thecultural resources for future ,generations ,have,long shaped,the debate about 
how‘best to manage‘the national park system. (RCEDiYS-238) 

.‘,, .:’ ‘, -_ _,,I ,’ ‘.,. ,,. , 1 

m DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY:. A FWEWORK FOR 
%STRI+TURING ,DQE ANI$TS M:$+IONS 

/ 

/ .1, ,, ‘% , .; /’ I 
,’ 

The Department of Energy’s ‘(DOE) original core missions-to develop and test 
nuclear weapons, conduct basic energy research, and set national energy.policy- 
are being replaced by major new challenges in environmental cleanup and the 
commercial applications of scie,nce. D,OE has begun mmodify its Cold War 
organizatiqnal,str~ctu;es~and.proc~~s,~ to meet newer resEonsibilities.” Each 
mission should be assessed, as a first step, in reevaluating DOE, to determine ifit 
fulfills an inherently governmental role and, what alternatives are available in the 
fed,eral government or private sector to accomplish-it most effectively. 
(RCED-95-197) ,,. ; 
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m RAILROAD SAFETY: STATUS OF EFFORTS TO IM~&E 
&ILFOAD +$&IN~.~@J$T~~~” ‘( : i,,; ,-.::I: “‘:;,y. ‘j .‘,:‘, ” 

j .. 
: 

,i: .,, ‘I 
:!+,’ ;.., 

Accidents at railroad crossings are the leadin; cause of,deaih.,associated with the 
railroad industry. Since the Rail-Highway Crossing Program, also known as the 
section 130 program, began in 1974, the federal government has appropriated 
nearly $5 billion to improve safety at railroad crossings. The De)artment. of 
Transportation has set a national goal of reducing rakroad cro~singaccidents and 
fatalities by 50 percent by 2004; success wj!!depend on close ioordinatio~nwith 
the states and the railroads. (RCED-95-191). I ,.., ” ‘, 

‘. ; 
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,,.:,, 
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102 Reports to Congress 

f& 11 Testimonies 

m BLOCK,GRANTS: ISSUES IN DESIGNING 

ACCOUNTABILII? PROVISIONS 

Building accountability i,nto the block grants will be an important, but dificuh, 
task requiring, trade-offs between. federal and state control over program fi- 
nances, activities, and administration. Accountability provisions will need to 
balance the potentially conflicting objectives of increasing state and local 
flexibility and attaining certain national objectives. There will need to be 
safeguards to ensure that states are applying proper financial controls. And the 
Congress will have to determine not only the level and the extent of national 
programmatic objectives but also the most-appropriate means to monitor and 
oversee state progress. (AIMD-95-226) 

m USDA TELECOMMUNXATIONS: BETTER 
MANAGEMENT AND NETWORK PLANNING COULD SAVE 
MILLIONS 

Each year, the Department of Agriculture (USDA) wastes millions of dollars of 
its $100 million annual telecommunications budget by paying for unnecessary 
services and leased equipment and paying commercial rates that are more than 
three times what, they would be under the FTS 2000 program. USDA is not 
planning its future telecommunications networks to ensure that they can 
support the Department’s information-sharing needs for the 21st century. I 
(AIMD-95-203) 
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. ,  

f@ DEFICIT REDUCTION: OPPORTUNITIES TO ‘,. y 

ADDRESS LONG-STP;NDING GOFRNMENT ,PEBFORMANCE 

ISSUES ‘. ,’ ._,, 

Testimony of the Comptrobr General of the United States, 
CharlesA. Bowsbt~ ’ I 

: ._’ 
.As evidenced by congressional and presidentialdeficit reduction proposals, the 
question is not whether to balance. the budget, but when and how. : Thereare 
compelling reasons for reducing the deficit, including the ‘aging’of America’s 
population,:which threatens to convert today’s fiscal commitments into. .’ 
unsustainable burdens that will un,dermine the future ,economic well-being of 
the nation. GAO’s’ work shows that (1) there are advantages to targeting ‘j 
budget cuts to those programs and operations that are ineffective or inefficient in 
achieving their goals, (2) major cost drivers shquld be addressed, and (3) the ,!1: 
government should develop and use fundamental management tools and systems 
to better design and evaluate programs: (T-OCG-9%) 

: 
“\ 

:‘ 

m ,&WI&S’ SECURITIES ,&TMTTE& QVERSIG,HT 

DIFFERS .DE?ENDING ON Acnwti. AND R&UL~TQR ,: 
. /  ‘,,_ 

About 2,400 banks offered securities brokerage services to. their customers in 
1994. Of these, most (88 percent) provided the services through registered 
broker-dealers, regulated by the, Securities and Exchange Commission and the 
National Association of Securities Dealers. The remaining.12 jjercent, 287 
banks, provided direct brokerage services and were subject to oversight by federal 
bank regulatory bodies. Lack of com+rable review standards for these financial 
institutions could result’ in.confitsed investors, ambiguous’sales, practice stan- 
dards, and inconsistent oversight of sales representatives. (GGD-95-214) 

m BANK REGUMTORY STRUCTURE: CANADA 

This report examines bank regulation and supervision in Canada. The Office of 
the Superintendent ‘of Financial Institutions (OSFI), established in 1987; is the 
primary supervisor of federal financial institutions. It administers the applica- 
tion process for bank incorporation, issues regulations and guidelines,‘conducts 
on-site examinations, and takes enforcement actions. OSFI shares some supervi- 
sory and resolution responsibilities with the Canada Deposit Insurance Corpora- 
tion and, through various committees, with the Bank of Canada and the 
Department of Finance. It also relies on the banks’ external auditors, who have 
the responsibility to report to OSFI information that might affect the banks’ 
financial condition. (GGD-95-223) 
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m HEALTH, INSURANCE l?O.RTABIIJTX &FORM 

COULD-ENSURE CONTINUED COVERAGE FOR UP To 25 
/ 

MILLION AMERICANS 
p 

Despite federal and state.initiatives to improve the Rortabihty of health care 
g 

coverage, many Americans, particularly those with costly health conditions, are I+ 

concerned that their health care coverage may. be, interrupted: if they change jobs. 
I . 

GAO estimates that,up to 25 million~vtrorkers.would--benefit,from reformsthat 
would waive “preexistingconditions” and limit coverage,waiting..periods. The 
extent toawhich insurers.vvould respond to these reforms with,increased premi- 
umsY~however;is~uncertain;. (HEHS-35-257) ” .’ 8’ ,:,’ :, 

I,/ ’ ‘, ” ./ : ,:‘) ‘, ‘, : , 

_ “I 

The Army and the Navy have been pursuing cooperative identification of friend’ F 

or foe, (IFF) question-and-answersystems to. reduce the occurrence of friendly .’ 
;i 

-9 
- 

~ 
fire incidents. These systems, which could cost morethan $4 billion, are being-” 
pursued using ‘different technologies &&out fully considering cost and the way 

i 

in which they will be integrated. The procurement of systems that cannot be 
integrated; or at least,cost-effectively integrated, mayresult in having to field,tsvo 
or more systems on’.the same equipment, potentidly wasting millions of dollars. 
(NSMD-95~153). _’ ‘, ” ‘, 

,’ /. ‘. . 
,d( ” 6 1 

m URANIUM~ENRIC&ENT: PROCESS TO PRIWTIZE / 

THE k3. &CH’MI$T~ C&PORATION ‘NEEDS,TC BE ‘. ; 
STRENGTHENED 

If and when the U.S. Enrichment Corporation is privatized, it will represent the 
largest and most important privatization transaction involving the U.S. govern: \ 
ment since the sale of Conrail in 1987. Many factors ‘other than financial 
considerations will influgnce the privatization plan. -FederaLdecisionmakers will 
need to consider the national security implications of the sale and decide whether .: 
the government should be in the uranium enrichment business. They also need 
to, ensure that the taxpayers’ interests are fully protected throughout, the 
privatization process. (RCED-95-245) 

i 
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OVERWEW OF 
OPEMTIONS AND 

This overview includes 

I a description of GAO and its mission, 
1 a discussion of GAO’s performance measures, 
m a status report oii efforts to downsize and consolidate operations and on recent 

investments to increase,productivity, 
I a summary of quality control efforts and a discussion of GAO’s external Audit 

Advisory Committee, 
m comments on GAO’s financial resources and results of operations, 
m management’s assessment of internal controls, and 
1 a description of the scope of the audit of GAO’s 1995 principal statements. 

Immediately following the overview are GAO’s principal statements for fiscal years 
1995 and 1994, GAO’s Audit Advisory Committee’s report, and the independent 
auditors’ report. 

GAO AND ITS MISSION 

The General Accounting Offke was created to help ensure that taxpayers’ dollars 
were wisely spent and not wasted. 

GAO seeks to fulfill this mission by encouraging honest, efficient management and 
full accountability throughout the federal government. It serves the public interest 
by providing the Congress, other policymakers, and the public with accurate infor- 
mation, unbiased analysis, and objective recommendations on the use of public 
resources. 
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A commitment to quality is the single most important principle governing GAO’s 
work. Also, GAO highly values its staff and the diversity and the skills they bring 
to serve the Congress and the public. GAO staff concentrate on specific issues that 
enable them to become highly knowledgeable about the agencies and programs they 
audit. By maintaining expertise in key areas of interest, GAO can respond quickly 
and comprehensively to requests from the Congress. 

About 73 percent of GAO’s work,during fiscal year 1995 was done at the specific 
request of the Congress. GAO is requ,ired to do work requested by committee 
chairs; as a matter of policy, GAO assigns equal status to requests from ranking 
minority members. To. the extent possible, GAO responds also to requests from 
individual members. Finally, GAO undertakes assignments independently in 
accordance with its basic legislative responsibilities. 

GAO’s audit work is managed through six audit divisions. The issues examined by 
GAO span the breadth of national concerns, including health care costs, national 
security, energy, the safety and the soundness of financial institutions, protection of 
the environment, education, the space program, transportation, tax administration, 
income security, disaster assistance, financial management and accountability, and 
many others. 

While audits and evaluations are the most visible aspects of GAO’s work and absorb 
the largest share of its resources, GAO has other important functions. GAO 
prescribes accounting standards for the entire federal government in conjunction 
with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Department of the 
Treasury, evaluates accounting systems and controls used by executive agencies, and 
issues generally accepted government auditing standards for all levels of government 
entities, GAO also settles claims against the federal government when settlements 
made by executive agencies are appealed. Finally, GAO issues legal decisions on 
matters involving government revenues and expenditures, such as protests against 
the award of federal government contracts. 

GAO KEYPERFORMANCE MEASURES 

GAO monitors performance with a view toward continuously improving its efh- 
ciency, effectiveness, and services to the Congress. GAO’s key performance mea- 
sures fall into two groups: (I) service to the Congress and results of GAO’s work, as 
measured by financial benefits; overall product output; number of testimonies 
delivered; and accomplishments, such as GAO recommendations implemented and 
corrective actions taken as a result of GAO audit findings, and (2) efftciency and 
effectiveness of work processes, as measured by job cost and job duration. 
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GAO is increasing productivity through increased use of technology and improve- 
ments in its Work processes. GAO’s job process reengineering effort will further 
streamline job management processes and will lead to improvements and refine- 
ments in GAO’s performance measures. 

FINAN& BENEFITS 

Financial Benefits 
by Year 
(Dollars in Billions) 

14.5 - 

- z 
Fiscal Years 

Financial Benefits 
by S-Year Period 
(Dollars in Billions) 

35.1 

L 

82.8 - 

- 

119.8 - 

1981- 1386 1991- 
1985 I!390 1995 

S-Year Periods 

GAO recommendations and audit findings,frequently contribute to significant 
financial benefits to taxpayers. These include budget reductions, costs avoided, 
appropriation deferrals, and revenue collections. Although financial benefits 
fluctuate from year to year, GAO seeks to identify at least $10 billion in financial 
benefits each year. In fiscal year 1995, GAO’s work contributed to legislative and 
executive actions that resulted in nearly $16 billion in measurable financial benefits. 
This represents a return of more than $35 for every dollar appropriated for GAO. 
Between 1991 and 1995, financial benefits totaled nearly $120 billion, or about $55 
for every dollar appropriated for GAO. 
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PRODUCT 0wrry-r 

In fiscal year ,1995, GAO produced 1,,322 audit and evaluation products, including 
910 reports to the Congress and agency oficiah, 166 forma congressionai brief- 
ings, and 246 congressional testimonies. This year’s productivity level represents a 
6-percent increase over that for fiscaI year 1994. Moreover, when GAO’s 
downsizing efforts are considered and its productivity caIcu.Iated on the basis of 
output per 100 staff years spent, the product volume for fiscal year 1995 represents 
a 1Zpercent increase over that for fiscal year 1994. 

Products Issued 

I305 - 

- 

1252 - 
1322 - 

- - 
773 1774 1775 

Fiscal Years 

Products Issued 
per 100 Staff 
Years Spent 

32 

F 
1993 

34 - 

934 

38 - 

1995 
Fiscal Years 

Testimonies 
Delivered 

190 - 

- 

,773 1994 1995 
Fiscal Years 

TESTIMONY 

Responding to congressionaI requests for testimony is one of GAO’s most impor- 
tant services. Although the number of testimonies fluctuates from year to year, a 
significant increase in testimonies and the number of GAO witnesses since the mid- 
1980s show that the Congress is seeking GAO’s expertise and input as major 
legislative events are unfolding. In supporting the new Congress, 72 GAO wit- 
nesses testified 246 times before 112 congres.sionaI committees and subcommittees 
in fiscal year 1995. By comparison, 42 GAO witnesses testified 117 times in fiscal 
year 1985. 
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ACCOMPL~I+MENT,I%EPORTS~AND RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTED 

‘,.’ 

:  

.’ 

:Many of GAO~s,recommendationsand audit findings result in or contribute to 
: improvements ,i’n the effectiveness,and. the efficiency of government operations and 

services, ahhsugh. their impact cannot always be quantified in monetary terms. 
GAO..documen,tsthese imIxovements with two performance’measures. 
_: ., ,i ,,‘.‘.,, :,, ,, 

First,,‘GAO monitors corrective-actions taken and program improvements made in 
response to eithera GAQrecommendation or audit finding. GAO documented 
nearly 200 of these accomplishments in each of the past several years and more than 
200 in 19,95. Accomplishments that result in financial benefits that GAO can 
quantifjl are excluded from the,chart below because they are reflected in the “Finan- 
cial Benefits” performance measure. ‘. :.:,. ;:< a (1’ .‘,\, 7, L’. :.’ 
Second, GAO follows up &its recommendations to determine whether they have 
been implemented. If p&&p,<rienre is a. good indication, about 70 percent of the 
key recommendations GAOmadein ‘i!395 will be implemented within 4 years. The 
time needed to implement’GAO~re&mmendations depends on the passage of 

;.: implementing legislation, the pace at which agencies take corrective action, and the 
‘I scope, of the corrective action recommended. 
‘i . .,I. 

.’ 
‘_ 2 

.,’ ‘, “,. 

: 

) 

‘, 

Actions Taken as a Result of GAO Recommendations or Audit Findings 
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/ 
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D)u~T& &$&s~,o~ JoBs,‘:~ 

GAO3 record of accomplishment ,notwithstanding, GAO recognizes that success 
requires continuous-improvement in quality while reducing the duration of jobs and 
their cost and ensuri’ng~timeliness. GAO’s workload has become larger and more 
technically and analytically compleir, even as budget and staff resources have become 
more constrained. Nevertheless, the chart below illustrates that in the key djmen- 
sions of job length and’job.cost, :GAO’s performance improved in 1995, thus 
providing’better~ser&e tothe Congress. s 

‘. ‘1 ,, ,, .‘-,, j : 
,. ,.” 

,Duratioti of GAP 3 
,:Jobq :’ , ‘:, ,I : ;’ 
.(Months) ,:I“ ‘,’ 

‘:$ost of GAO Jobs 
.(Dollars in Thousands, 
Adjusted for Inflation) 

241 

Fiscal Years Fiscal Yeqrs 

1’. 0’ Overall Average 
---. Me&n 

The length of GAO assignments and their costs vary depending upon the data 
collection and analysis needs of the Congress. The chart above shows the average 
and the median duration and cost of jobs. The median is the more important 
indicator since it is most representative of the time and the cost of a typical assign- 
ment. Also, as part of its job streamlining and reengineering initiative, GAO is 
developing a new measure to reflect timeliness in responding to congressional 
requirements and meeting on-time delivery commitments. GAO will begin using 
this measure in fiscal year 1996. 

., 
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,, 

DOWNSIZING. AND CONSOLIDATING GAO 
OPERATIONS 

. / . 
,.:,“, ,’ .‘1 

,, ,’ Since fiscal ye&‘i992,‘GAO has taken a number of actions in response to the 
congressional desire to ‘reduce the legislative branch. In close cooperation with its 

,_ oversight and appropriations committees, GAO has maintained a hiring freeze since 

.I ~ b’ ,1992;,m.anaged a highly successful separation incentive program in late 1993; and 

., restructured its field and overseas’o&rations with the closure of offices in 
Phiiadelphia, Albany,~Indianapolis( San Antonio, Oklahoma City, Albuquerque, 1 
Horiohdu, and’Frankfiut, Germany, during fiscal years 1994 and 1995. In 

i I : anticipation of further budget reductions in fiscal years 1996 and 1997, GAO began 
I ‘implementing a three-phase p!a,n to manage the additiona downsizing effectively. .’ I. 

‘. 

Phase.‘1 
I GAO offered separation incentives to staff voluntarily leaving the agency by Sep- 

tember 30, 1995. A total’of 418’ employees retired or resigned under this authority. 

Phase2 ‘ii, 
,.., 

:I ,GA($closed its Cincinnati, Detroit, and New York offices in November 1995, 
., 

eliminating over. 20tTRositions. 

I  
,.’ ” 

: , ,  

Phase3 ‘_ .‘,, ,1 
_). - L 

During fiscal year 1996; GAO will reduce its administrative, technical, and support -‘I reduce its administrative, technical, and support 
operations, mostly at headquarters. .:, r, mostly at headquarters. 

1 .,, 1 .,, 
; ‘& / ‘2. 

/ 

INVE~T~~ENT~ To INCWE PRODUCTIVE 

GAO has continued to implement new technology and upgrade facilities to ensure 
that ‘its staff have modern equipment and working environments that will increase 
productivity. For example, GAO implemented a data network in all GAO locations, 
providing to each staff member anarray of powerful tools for performing assign- 
,me& GAO has also implemented the Dara Collection and Analysis application 
on’ the new n,e+ork to improve collaboration among assignment team members by 
increasing their ability to share information, reuse data, manage assignments, reduce 
rework, and review products. Finally, GAO began the Job Process Reengineering 
initiative with the goals of reducing the average time required to issue a product by 
ib0 days, achieving measurable savings in sraff time and job costs, and establishing 
a continual process-for additional economy and efftciency gains. 

,,,(,’ ,, ,, ‘, 
(., .(, 

._ 
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QUALITYCONTROLS , 
p 

Quality is the hallmark of GAO’s work. To ensure that GAO maintains a high E 
level of quality,, management maintains a quality control program and seeks advice 

r-‘ 
.’ ib 

and evaluation from both internal and external sources. ‘3 

$ 
1 

.. 

,. 

I:’ Through an internal review progr&n, the Post Assignment Quality Review System, 1 
GAO ensures that its quality control policies and procedures are providing reason- 

‘,a& assurance that’ its audit and evahtation work conforms with applicable profes- 
1 
/ 

sional requirements, including government auditing standards. 
,’ I 

This,year, GAO took the first in a’series of planned steps to add an external compo- 
n&t to its quality program. Lii September 1995, GAO contracted with KPMG Peat 

1 

Marwick LLP for an external quality control review of its financial audit work. This 1 
effort is designed to determine the extent to which GAO’s financial audit work 
meets genera!ly accepted auditing standards and is similar in design and scope to 
peer review programs established by large certified public accounting firms. GAO 
plans to extend these external quality control reviews to economy and efficiency and , 
performance audits, which will add another important dimension to GAO’s pro- ~ 
gram for e,nsuring,the quahty and the credibility of its work. 

, . I 

GAO’s.Quality Control Review Board also provides external perspectives and advice i 
on the effectiveness of GAO’s assessments of the quality of its audit and evaluation 
work., The Board members meet and confer with the Comptroller General and 
provide advice’on ‘GAO’s products and future work. The Board consists of the 
following distinguished individuals from outside GAO: 

1% *EEiot L. Richardson”(Chairman) is an attorney with Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & ’ 
McCloy; former Secretary of Commerce; Defense; and Health, Education, and 
Welfare; former Attorney General; former Under Secretary of State; and former 
Ambassador-at-Large, 

; ,, 

I John Cl Burton is a certified public account (CPA) and the Arthur Young 
Professor of Accounting at Columbia University; former Chief Accountant of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission; and former Dean of the Graduate School 
of Business at 2Columbia University. 

I David F. Linowes is a CPA and the Boeschenstein Professor Emeritus and 
Professor of political economy and public policy at the University of Illinois. 

‘. 
.: Formerly he served as Chairman. of the President’s Commission on Privattzation; 

Chairman, Presidentiai Commi’ssion on the Nation’s Energy Resources; Chair- 
man, Federal Privacy Protection Commission; and National Partner, Laventhol 
& Horwath. 

I 

,. 
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,I John Rh’ I’ ‘-d me an er is’an attorney with Shaw, Pittman, Potts, and Trowbridge; 
formerunder Secretary of Housing and Urban Development; and former Gen- 
eral Counsel of the Departmentof Health, Education, and Welfare. He has also 
held other legal positions, including adviser to the SALT I delegation, the De- 
partment of State, and the, Secretary of the Navy. 

_’ i, ,. i’, 
Periodic congressional oversight is crucial to the effective operation of any agency, 
including GAC, In,March I995, the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee held ‘*.’ ‘., ‘1’ -, 
an .oversrght hearing, on GAO’s op.erations. This provided an opportunity to discuss .- 
the role and,the future directionsYofGAO,and to exchange ideas on how GAO can 
best. serve the.Congress.:: :, :: .,, .!,;,;,,., 

‘The Comptroller General established an external group in 1992 to advise GAO on 
its internal financial operations and controls. The Audit Advisory Committee, 
which met three times durin’g the’ year, discusses, reviews, and reports to the Comp- 
troller General on the effectiveness of GAO’s (1) financial reporting and audit 
processes, (2) internal contro~s’over.financial operations, and (3) processes to ensure 
compliance with sel‘ct~‘d’.provis’iiiiis,df applicable laws and regulations that could 

., ‘; signifi&mt~y affect “GAO’s ~operations: The Committee consists of three distin- 
guished individuds ,from ‘outside ‘GAO: 

Y; .>,’ ,:’ :, 

I ‘Sheldon S. Cohen’(Chai&i)‘is’a CPA and an attorney with Morgan, Lewis & 
j, 

Bockius; ‘former Commissiorier and Chief Counsel of the Internal Revenue 
Service; and Secretary and,Trtistee of the National Academy of Public Adminis- 
tration. 

., .j, : : 

I -Alan B.’ Levenson’ is an attorney with Fulbright & Jaworski and a former senior 
official at the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

. j . .’ 

I Katherine’ D. Ortega is a CPA, former Treasurer of the United States; former 
Commissioner of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal; and former member of the 
President’s Advisory Committee on Small and Minority Business. 

““Y ‘:. ‘. 

FINANCIAL RESCNJRCES AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS : ,,,, ‘,‘. 

The costs of operating GAO during fiscal years 1995 and 1’994 were about $432 
million and $429 million, respectively. More than 97 percent of its operations were 
financed through appropriations from the Congress. The remainder came from 
reimbursements from other government agencies, including reimbursements for 
financial audits done by GAO. The percentage of operating expenses financed by 
appropriations has been about the same for the last 5 years. 
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,. During fiscal;year~l995,expenses:for~salaries and related benefits totaled $327 
million, or 76:percent of GAO’s operating expenses. The remaining 24 percent 
‘. mcluded travel, rent, utilities; automated data processing, and other items. 

I ‘1 .: >(. .’ :s, ,’ .‘I ; 
\ 

.> ,. ; 

Mm&h& lb&& ON INTERNAL CONTROLS 
, 

‘; ,. ; 
., 

‘,F. ..I< “, ,^, 

: 

GAO’is.cdmmitted to’ fulfilling~the~internal control objectives of the Federal 
j ‘. /. ~/ .( A&&g&s” FinBncia:Inte~~~~~.~~ (FMFIA) of 1982. GAO’s internal control 
.I . .i’ structure; ii;hich~includes +iti+ over fin, ancial reporting, is designed to provide 

I obligations and ,cos,s are in,,+mp!iance with applicable laws and regulations; 
_i > * ’ .‘i ‘fi&ks, p’i%pe;tj,, and other &sets $re safeguarded against loss from unauthorized 

acquisition, use, or disposition; :and 
8, ,.!’ ,. ,, 1, .revenu,es and expenditures apphcable to GAO’s operations are properly recorded 

, .and(accounted .for to, enable GAC to prepare accounts and reliable financial 

.: ,: reports:a>nd maintain, accountability over its assets. 

, ; ,  “ ,  .‘I. :‘, s ” \ ;  I ( , . ,  ,  

: GA? management assesses compljance with its controls through a series of compre- 
hensive internal revievvs, applying the evaluation criteria in OMB’s guidance 

,- (Circular A-123, Internal Control<Systeins, and Circular A-127, Financial Manage- 
merit Syste,ms).for izmplementing.FMFIA. The results of these reviews are discussed 
with GAO’s Audit Advisory Committee, and action is taken promptly to correct 

, 
deficiencies as:they are: identified. ‘Itshould be noted that any internal control ., 
structure has inherent,limitations,~inclu~ding the possibility of circumvention or 

.‘overriding o,fc,ontro&. ! : ,, 
: 

, ,, 

GAO has assessed its internal control structure as of September 30, 1995, on the 
basis of criteria for ,effective internal controls in the federal government mentioned 
above. O,n,she basis ofthis assessment, GAO believes that it has an effective 
internal control structure in’$ce as of September 30, 1995. 

‘. - . , :  

,‘, 
GAO’s independent auditors have been asked to provide 

‘ 

I an opinion on GAO’s assertion on the internal control structure over financial 
repo-rting and 

I a report,citing any material conflicts between the more-comprehensive GAO 
report on internal controh; dated December 15, 1995, voluntarily prepared 

,. under FMFIA, and the results of their examination of GAO’s assertion. 

:. ! ,, 

_. :, 

,, ,:’ ,,, 
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GAO’s, 1995 ~PRI~~cIPAL STATEMENTS ,, ., ,, . . 5 
The accompanying princiyal statements summarize GAO’s financial position, show 
the cost of operations and the changes in net position during fiscal years 1995 and 
1994, present all significant cash ;floys during the 2 fiscal years, and compare 
budgeted with actual expenses.. The basis of accounting used for the principal 

I e’ statements is ,described i,n the notes, to<>those statements. While GAO is not subject 
: ,,to, the Chief Financial CIfftcers.Act of,!990 or FMFIA, it is fully committed to the 

‘principles a&the object&es of,both’acts and has elected to comply with their 
requirements., 

: 
I, I, ,. ., 

The audit ofthe statements was.performed by the independent auditors KPMG 
Peat Marwick LLR. The independens. auditors’ report on the principal statements, 
internal controls, and comphahce with certain laws and regulations accompanies the 
principal statements. ” 

Assistant Comptroller “General for‘ijperations 
.. 

Assistant Comptroller ‘Gen’eral for Plann~g and Reporting 

Comptroller General of the United States 
‘. j I 

’ 

./ 
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STATEMI~N~S .’ , b p= ,i== 1 .’ 
U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTII$ .OFFICE p 
STATEMENTS OF ‘~?INA&IAL POSITION 

.% 

$94,437 $68,819 

Travel and other advances 173 203 

Accounts receivable 4,104 7,410 ,. 
’ Supplies, inventory 441 454 : ., 

Property and equipment, net >, 72,066 58,535 Total entity assets 

” 

171,221 135,421 i 

,, : 
Total Assets $171,221 $135,421 i 

Liabilities ‘b 
Liabilities Covered by’ Budgetary Resdhrces 

Salaries and ,benefits 
‘. 

Accounts payable 

$23,379 
23,164 

Employee travel 938 1,442 I 

Total liabilities covered by budgetary resources 47,48 1 31,434 i 

Liabilities Ndt Covered by,Budg&ary’Resources 
> 

Accrued annual leave ,:, 

Comptrollers’ General retirement plan 

Capital leases 

Severance pay 

Total liabilities not covered by budgetary resources 

Total Liabilities 

Net Position 

Total Liabilities and Net Position 

The accompanying notes are .an integral part of these statements. 
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:I: .,.‘.. U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE /. ,, 1’ ,. :, : ,i : ; 
STATEME~I-: OF QF~R&-IONS AND CHANGES IN NET POSITION 

FOR I&+4& *EJ+-,E~DED ,SEPTEMBER 30, 1995 AND 1994 ,1.:‘; _,” ,,:,I 

,.. .,. 
Dollars in Tbourandc j, . . 1995 1994 

._ .,. ,, 
Opera&g”I&p&es by l%ogk Arca 

~~~~~~ ‘~efe,;se s~c;ri~ ‘and ,Inter~laeion~ 
,’ 

Relations, and XDther Related Issues 

“Energy, ‘Agricultdre,’ Environment, Housing, 
Transportation, and ~Natural Resources Issues 

Financial ,Audits, ,Systems,’ Information Management 
and Technology Issues 

Justice, Tax Policy, Financiai Institutions, and 
General Management Issues __ 

Education and. Employment, ,Health Care 
and Income Security Issues 

$91,926 $94,524 

. Legal Services 
:, 

Program E&ration Methodology ‘and Standards 

Special Investigations .and Investigative Support 
. 

Senior Management and Staff 

80,662 83,156 

80,002 75,001 

72,185 74,678 

61,165 58,417 

26,919 23,564 

8,001 8,952 

6,948 6,633 

3,700 3,932 

T&l Operating Expensei by Program Area 431,508 428,857 

,’ ::’ . . Revenues .,qd Financing ,Sources 

Appropriations expended 419,095 415,732 

Rents and reimbursable services 13,255 11,346 

Tota Revenues and Financing Sources 432,350 427,078 
,:,hpp ro riatio’ns l?&&ided~t6 heduce Unfunded Liabilities 

(Expenses to Be kunded by Future Afipropriations) $842 $(1,779) 
: ,, i, ; ;, 

: Net Position, .$e&ning of &al J!ear $62,003 ; $51,591 
Jppkopriations Provided to Reducd Unfunded Liabilities 
&p&es to: Be F&&d by Future Abpropriations) 842 (1,779) 
Increase in Capitalized and Unexpended Appropriations 19,797 ’ 12,191 

Net Position, End of Fiscal Year $82,642 $62,003 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements. 
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‘. . US. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

STATEMENTS CF CASH. F~otis 

FOR FISCAL YEARS E&DRD SMEMBER 30,1995 AND 1994 

I ,.~:,. Do&& .&ho&& : G\ , : 1995 1994 ~ .’ 
.,; ‘,. 10 / 

. .,, .,. ,, ~ Cash Used for.. Operating Actiyities ’ :. / 
Salaries and benefits I $(316,632) $(327,694) 
Rent, communications, aqd utilities 

,.” 
Computer and other ADP services 

, ’ .’ QtherL.contractu,al serviq 
,; q-ra+el.. .j: .,, ‘,. 

‘. 
Supblies’and inateriak 

External tra+g 

Print.ing’and document copying 
, >,qther: ‘.’ ‘, 

.I ,, *,, ,_. 
Total Cash Used for Operating Activities 

(30,829) (34,993) 

(17,598) (17,843) 

(21,276) (17,523) 

(13,195) 03,333) 

(4,972) (3,726) 

(2,689) (2,233) 

(2,013) (1,896) 

(484) (397) 

(409,688) (419,638) 

r, ‘,I ;Cash Provided by Rents and Reimbursable Services 16,708 4,186 
,’ ” 

‘I i 
‘Net Cssh Used for Operating Activities $(392,980) $(415,452) 

‘” ’ 
:  

.’ Cssh Used-for Acquisition of Property and Equipment (20,614) (20,225) 

Cash Provided by Appropriations, Net 439,212 427,979 i: .,, 
., ‘, 

,. . ” “. 25,618 ‘.. ;;: Net, Cash Provided (Used) During Fiscal Year (7,698) 
I I,.., ,A/..,., .>,,‘V ,I, <.:.. l?L .,I “.L ;.. .,,,/I, ~ ,. / 

Funds wth the U.S. Treasury, Beginning of Fiscal Year 68,819 76,517 .( ..~ 
Funds With the U.S. .Tressury, End of Fiscal Yesr $94,437 $68,819 



.‘. 

7. :U.S; ..GJWERAL ACCOUN~INC OFFICE 
~ ,., STATEMENTS OF CASH.FLO~S. ‘, : 

Reconciliation of Budgetary Accr~ed,&penditures 
” ” ‘- ‘.. ‘to .Net Cash Used for O&&g A&vi&s 

,  ‘1 , ,  , : ;  ‘.’ :  “ ,  .,’ 

Do&rs;in, Thouqdc, ,. :, ,‘. i ‘, : ‘: , I I!‘, 1995 1994 

Budget&’ Acqued Expenditures ; 
.: $(432,977) ‘5(429,063) 

, 
Net ‘Effect of Capitalizing’Akets in the 
Princiijal’ Statements Which are Recognized 
as Accrued’Expenditures for Budgetary Purposes 13,882 13,331 

. Appro$i,iitions Ex@nded::: : ” (419,095) (415,732) 

Appropriations Provided to Beduce.Unfunded Liabilities 
842 (Expenses to Be Funded by Future Appropriations) (1,779) 

.,’ 
I ‘I ,, (418,253) (417,511) 

“ ” Adjustments~ to Recoticile to Net Cash Used for . .‘,’ 
‘Openiting Activities: ,‘, 

,, ,’ ‘, Decrease .(incr+se). in .advances and receivables 3,336 (4,128) ‘/ 
Deckask in stipplies ihventory 13 36 I 

.’ : Increase idecrease) ‘in Jabilities covered by 

. ” tiudgeta+ resources I. 16,047 (2,486) 

Depreciation 
I .j 

Property and equiplient accrual adjustment 

OtheF adjustments . 
’ 

10,664 13,017 

(3,611) (5,711) 

(1,176) 1,331 

Net Cash Used for Operating Activities $(392,980) $(415,452) 

The ‘~c,c&n~anying notes are ‘ai integral part of these statements. 
. .,. .1,_ i. 

,“. ,( ,, , 
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iI ..” U.S. (GENERAL ACC&JNTI~;JG OFFICE 
STATEME~JTS 6~ BUDGET AND ACTUAL EXPENSES 

,i FOR FISCALYEARS ENDEDSEPTEMBER 30,199s AND 1994 

! 5, ‘,,)I ’ , D,&x...~~~w~~;‘, : 1 I : 1995 1994 L ,_,_, s . ."I ; ,, 

Current Year Appropriations $440,743 $430,165 j ^_” ._ 
_’ Plus: Unobligated appropriations available 

I 
,, .., 

from prior~fiscaiyear 14,478 
,. ., Plus: Rents and reimbursable servi.ces 13,255 ” 

To$;Budgetary Resources Made Available $468,476 
,,/ ,, 

,: ,,., Less: : Budget obligations.incurred 452,862 .I 
-\ : ,.’ ,, ” Less< Lapsed .budget authority 1,531 2,186 ! ., 

., Total Unobligated Appropriations., $14,083 $14,478 / ,, .,_I 

I’. .i,.:, ;’ Budget Reconciliation, 
‘:‘.,,.- ‘,’ :,’ ., 

,. ,. I. 
,’ .‘l+’ (, :’ Total Operating Expenses $431,508 $428,857 

Less: ,Unfunded expenses which ,are recognized : in the I)‘incipai statements but not in 
budgetary’ accrued expenditures (842) 1,779 i 

, ‘Phs: Net effect of capitaiizing assets in the 
principai statements which are recognized 
as accrued expenditures for budgetary 

‘.. .” 

.: . . . , 

TotaI Budget Obligations Incurred 

Less: Rents and reimbursable services 13,255 

’ Net increase (decrease) in unliquidated 
., . . ” . 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements. 

: 
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NOTES TO 
PRINCIPAL ‘I STATEMENTS 

.‘; Note. ,I6 .~Sum&ary of Significant Accounting Policies 
.I :’ 

,. 

‘~Reportin~~Ehi~ ” i : 

‘The accompanyingrprinci& statements present the financial position, cost of 
operations, significant cash-flows, and budget and actual expenses of the United 
States General Account& Ciffce (GAO), an agency of the legislative branch of the 
federal government. The financial, activity presented relates primarily to the execu- 
tion of ‘GAO’s congressionally approved budget. GAO’s budget consists of an 
annual’ap’~ropriation covering salaries .and expenses and a building expenditure 
fund. ‘The @inci$J statements do not include the effects of centrally administered 
assets and liabilities related to the federal government as a whole, such as borrowing, 
which may in part’be attributable to GAO. 

Basis df Accbiinhiig ‘tid P&en&on 

Under the authority of the Chief i;inancial Officers (CFO) Act of 1990, GAO 
participated with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Depart- 
ment’of the Treasury in the estabhshment of the Federal Accounting Standards 
.Ad&oty Board.(FASAB). FASAB’s purpose is to consider and recommend ac- 

‘/ 
. counting .principles, ,st$dards, and’requirements to GAO, Treasury and OMB. 

The Comptroller General, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Director of OMB 
(the,three principals of FASAB) decide upon new principles, standards, and require- 
ments after considering FASAB’s recommendations. The resulting standards are 
concurrently issued, by GAO and OMB. Pending issuance of a suffkiently compre- 
hensive set of accounting standards, and in accordance with interim guidance agreed 
to by the threeprincipals, GAO prepared its principal statements based upon the 

1.; 
following hierarchy of accountmg principles and standards: 

; -, , ,. .‘. .’ 

I the accounting $rinciples, standards, and requirements approved by the three 
principals; 

I form and content requirements for financial statements included in OMB 
Bulletin 94-01 (Form and Content of Agency Financial Statements); and 

I the accounting principles and standards included in title 2 of GAO’s Policy and 
Procedures Mmual for Gui&nce of Federal Agencies. 
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These principles differ from budgetary’reporting principles. The differences relate 
principally to the capitalization and depreciation of property and equipment, as well 
as the recognition’ of other long-term assets and liabilities in the accompanying 
principal statements. Also, for purposes of the principal statements, budgetary 
appropriations are realized ,as a financing source as accrued expenses are recognized. 

,, .,., ‘, ,; .,.‘: ,. _, 

GAP’s receipts and disbursements are processed by the U.S. Treasury. Funds with 
the U.S. Treasury represent a&ropriated funds available to pay current liabilities 
and to finance authorized purchase commitments. 

.Accounts Redeivabje ., 

GAO’s accounts receivable are due principally from federal government corporations 
and other federal agencies for audit’and other reimbursable services. 

Property and Ec-&nekt 

GAO% headquarters building in Washington, D.C. was capitalized at its depre.ci- 
ated value at the time of transfer from the General Services Administration on 
October 28, 138,8., It is depreciated by GAO on a straight-line basis over 25 years. 

Other property and equipment costing more than $5,000 is capitalized at cost. 
Bulk purchases of lesser-value items that aggregate more than $100,000 are also 
capitalized at cost. These assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the 
estimated useful life of,the Property, ranging from 2 to 20 years. Effective in fiscal 
year 1775, GAO revised its depreciation period on building improvements from 5 
years to 10 years so that the depreciation period of these improvements would more 
closely reflect the remaining useful life of the building itself. This change is treated 
prospectively, decreasing depreciation expense in the current fiscal year by 
$5,284,000. 
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Liabilities ‘, : ,’ ./” I’ ,, 
.’ , 

Li+$j&~epresent the ,+o,un+. tl+t are likely to be paid by GAO as a result of 
tt;an&tio& th’it ha& already +zcuried; however, no liability is paid by GAO absent 
an appropriation. Liabilities fqr Which an appropriation has not been enacted are 
therefore classified as liabilities not covered by budgetary resources. It is not certain 
that ‘approprjations will be enacted to fUnd these liabilities. GAO’s accounts 
payable are due priqcipallyto non-federal government entities. 

Ann+ Leave, Sick and Other Leave 
: : 

,Annual leave is +rued’as it is earned, and the accrual is reduced as leave is taken. 
The accrued leavk &bili,$ is pribcipally long-term in nature. Sick leave and other 
types of leaire’are ex+nsed’w: leave is”taken. 

” 

Conting&ies : ,, 
,:. 

GAO has certaiq c!aims and,ia&uits pending against it. When claims are expected 
to result in payments, and the paiinent amounts can be reasonably estimated, 

I’ appropriateprovision:i’s,i,,ncluded in the accompanying principal statements. In the 
opinion of,management and legal counsel, the resolution of other claims and 
laws&s will ,not materially .affect the financial position or operations of GAO. 

I 
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Note 2. Property and E$&&i&, Net 

Tke co+posi‘tion of prq$zG arid k<uipment .: > as of September 30., 1995, is as 
folldws: ” . ,, ; .: ; , : 

,., e ,.’ ‘, .,;c, 

‘, Dplkm in .Thot&yds , y: I. 

Clasies ,of Property Acquisition Accumulated Net Book 
and Equipment Value Depreciation Value 

Building- $15,664 $4,386 $11,278 

Land 1,191 - 1,191 

Building improvements, ” ’ 50,431 23,775 26,656 

Computer and other equipment, 
and ADP software 47,699 17,248 30,45 1 

Leasehold improvementi, ., 6,509 5,469 1,040 

Assets under capital lease .‘ 2,876 1,426 1,450 

.Total Prbperty and Equipment $124,378 $52,304 $72,066 
!’ 

The composition of property and equipment as of September 30,1994, is as 
follows: 

,’ i,,’ 

DolLam in Tbowandc 

Classes of Property 
,and Equipment 

Acquisition Accumulated 
Value Depreciation 

Net Book 
Value 

Building 8 15,664 $3,759 $11,905 

Land 

Building improvements 

Computer a&other equipment, 
and ADP software 

Leasehold improvements 

Assets under capital lease 

Total Property and Equipment 

1,191 - 1,191 

38,059 20,405 17,654 

40,047 15,007 25,040 

6,200 4,915 1,285 

3,021 1,561 1,4GO 

$104,182 $45,647 $58,535 
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Note 3. Net Position . . . ,: / 
’ ., 

.’ . ‘. 
GAO’s operat,ions do not require permanent capital and are not expected to generate 

..I%. ..,~ 
an o$rating surplus or ‘deficit.’ .The composition of GAO’s net position is as 

, ,,. fol16~~.., 
..: ...;l:. ‘ 1 ;.. 

,.I. :“, ” :,: 
’ , ,’ :< ,, :_ ,_ ,. ,“; .,i ‘,_, ,s. 

. (  : , ,  ” ‘.i . I  ,  . ; , ,  . ,  

Dolkzys in j Thousands ,.. ‘:, 

i; ‘1, > 
Capitalized assets, net of capital lease liability 

Unliquidated obligations 

Unobligated appropriations 

Future appropriations needed : 

Net Position 

1995 1994 

$71,706 $58,144 

37,150 30,520 

14,083 14,478 

(40,297) (41,139) 

$82,642 $62,003 

The increase in capitalized assets from fiscal year 1774 to 1775 of $13,562,000 
resulted:primarily from purchases of computers, other equipment, and building 
improvements less depreciation. Unliquidated obligations represent purchase 
commitments. 

Future appropriations needed represent aggregate amounts of congressionally 
authorized long-term liabilities (annual leave, workers compensation, retirement 
benefits for Comptrollers General; and severance pay) that are expected to be funded 
by future years’ appropriations. 

i 
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Note 4. Ope&ting E$G&s 

. .  , I  ‘,.,. 

Eipens+&.&d iti ‘the Sta$rqenkz Qf Operations and Changes in Net Position 
are classified and ‘rep&ted> by kajor .t$pe of program. Expenses incurred by GAO’s 
f&Id bfF~c& ha&been allocated’@ program areas based on direct staff days used to 
supp&t each .prdgki. Miss‘idn supp’ort expenses have been allocated to program 
,areas’ based on.staff y&ii k@. Op’&ting expenses by object classification are ,. 
shoiirri ii~ the fo&ving khdckde. 

L 
.., 

Dolkm in Thousad I 1995 1994 
” 1 

Qbject Classification 
. I .  

Salaries and benefits ;’ ” 

‘iiiternal tra&g -’ .’ 

Travel >’ 

‘!I Rent, &mmunications, and utilities 
‘,y ‘Computer and other ADPservices 

Other contract services ’ ,,,,, i 

$327,45 1 $330,084 : 

2,584 2,375 ~ 

12,382 13,291 : ET 
29,280 30,249 

17,750 17,466 

23,491 16,503 

5,003 3,315 

1,914 1,796 

10,664 13,017 

989 761 

*z $428,857 ftal Operatirig Expenses $431,508 
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Note 5. Budget and Actiral.Expetises 

The, Statements of Budget. and Actual Expenses compare total actual expenses of all 
programs with budget authority for such programs. Since GAO’s program designa- 
tion in the Statement of Operatio&,knd Changes in Net Position is more detailed 
than its budget account (GAO has only one budget account),.it is not meaningful 
to allocate budget resources and obligations on the same basis as its $rograms. 
These amounts are shown in total. 

The statements also provide a reconciliation of the actual expenses incurred on the 
&~f&.l basis.‘t& budget obligationZ atid budgetary accrued expenditures. This 
reconciliation is presented to facilitate an understanding of the relationship and 
differences between information presented in the principal statements and budgetary 
information. I 

: 

Note6 Leases ,,:, 

Operating Leases I ’ 

GAO leases ofice space from the General Services Adminisrration and the Depart- 
ment of State and has entered into various other operating leases for office commu- 
nication and ADP equipment. Generally,, leases are cancelable by either party 
without penalty, upon 120 days notice. Lease costs for offke space and equipment 
for fiscal years 1995 and 1994 amounted to approximately $2 1,900,OOO and 
$23,300,000, respectively. GAO’s estimated future minimum lease.payments are as 
follows: 

I 
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&I .,~/. ‘Fiscal.Ye.ar end Septimber 30. ; ’ Total ! 
I :<. :‘, ,I .f.< .I’, ,,, ,:a 

$19,642 / . . ’ ,.199e- ‘;‘.- : .: :.:, ,,:‘ y ‘,:: -‘, 

‘; 10,743 j ( I??7 ’ : ‘, ,/ ., ..,. j .<l ,: ” : .‘,, ;,:.., 

j :, ,19?8 , 
1999’ 

:,; 3 a !, 5 :. ;:, / 6,257 / 
4,565 i 2ooo ,.‘, ., ; ,’ 
4,022 /- 

I Thereafter 11,998 ., ,. 
$57,227 ,’ ,, Tc$ $!st+att$ Futu.re I++ P+9e,nts 

, 
). 

, I!),, .:‘) ,. .,,. ,,’ ‘.~‘:L 

,’ .,I.,. :. ,“., I’S 

Capital Leases 

GAO has entered into several noncancelable capital leases under which the owner- 
ship of the equipnient covered under the leases transfers to GAO when the leases 
expire. When GAO enierS into these leases, the present value of the future lease 
payments is capitalized and recorded as a liability. 

..’ 
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Note 7. Retirement and,Other Benefits 

Ail permanent employees participate in the contributory Civil Service Retirement 
System. (CSRS) or the Federal *Employees Retirement System (FERS), which became 

j ,effective January 1, 1987. : Temporary employees and employees participating in 
FERS are ‘covered under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA). GAO 

c ‘: makes matching,contributions to ,the’CSRS, FERS, and FICA and matches em- 
ployee contributions to the thrift savings component of FERS up to 5 percent of 
basic pay but has no liability for future payments to employees under these pro- 

.., grams. GAO’s costs for employee retirement programs during fiscal years 1995 and 
, ,_.. 1994 were approximately $36,495,000 and $37,166,000, respectively. In addition, 

,‘,. 

all permanent employees are eligible to participate in the contributory Federal 
Employees Health Benefit Program (FEHBP) and may continue to participate after 
retirement. .GAO makesmatching’contributions to the FEHBP for active employ- 
ees but is,not responsible for any contributions on behalf of retirees. GAO’s costs 
associated with its employee- health benefit programs during fiscai years 1995 and, 
1994 amounted to approximately $10,3 14,000 and $11,03 1,000, respectively. 

Comptrollers General and their surviving beneficiaries who qualify and so elect to 
participate are paid retirement benefits by GAO under a separate retirement plan. 
These benefits are funded from current year appropriations. Since GAO is respon- 
sible for future payments under this plan, the estimated present value of accumu- 
lated plan benefits is recorded as an unfunded liability. The estimated present value 
of accumulated plan benefits was $2,314,000 as of September 30, 1995, and 
$2,116,000 as of September 30,1994, based on a discount rate of 7.5 percent and 
the 1983 Group Annuity Mortality Table. 
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” Note.8: Workers CompeiuatiQn 

The Federal Employees? Compensation Act (FECA) provides income and medical i 
cost protection to covered:federal civilhm employees injured on the job, employees 

: ,’ ,. ,” who have !incurred a work-related occupational disease and beneficiaries of employ- 
~ 

_, .I ‘, ‘:‘ees whose death is attributable to:,a’jobtrelated injury or occupational disease. 
,‘I Claims incurred for benefits for: GAO. employees under FECA are administered by 

the ‘Debartment of Labor’ (DOL) and .are ultimately paid by GAO. 
1 

. I .i ,‘, 
‘_ GAO recorded’an estimated liability for claims incurred as of September 30, 1995 :~ ., 

I- 

:. t, 
and 1994 and expected to,be paid in future periods. The estimated liability for such a’ 3 
claims was calculated using historical payment data to project future costs. GAO ~ 
prepared this estimate using an actuarially based statistical mode1 developed by 
‘DOL and modified, for use by GAO;, The total liability also includes amounts paid 

,I 
! 

.’ to claimants by DOL,as of September 30, 1995 and 1994 of $1,948,000 and 
$1;807,00~, respectively, but not yet reimbursed to DOL by GAO. 

~ 
I 
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., . I:: Note,9.1 Trust, andyOther Governhentwide Functions (Unaudited) 

,; ‘.’ i.,. ‘> j , ,’ / . .’ : ” ,,’ GAO is responsible .for administering nKo trust functions for the federal gbvern- 
8 ‘, : , ,: ‘,. ,me,nt:* (1); Davis-Bacon Act receiptsand payments and (2) assets of Americans who 

.,,:I: :., .,i ,, :, :< ,: ,.,,!’ “> i ,,die,abroad. GAO is,,accountable to the Congress and the public for the proper 
administrationof-the&sets held in the trusts. Trust assets un,der administration by 
GAO aggregated approximarely45,904,000 on September 30, 1995. These assets 

:. .~>-:.-‘.. .:, .are not ,the a&ets:of GAOior.the federal government and are held for distribution to 
,: ., ,< .’ appropriate claimants. During fiscal year 1995, receipts and disbursements in these 
.’ :. ,:’ funds amounted to $4 $59,000 and$3,544,000, respectively. Since these trust 

I,’ I,’ ,‘I .- ,asskts and related liabilities are not assets and liabilities of GAO, they are not 
‘. I :. : included ..in thiiaccompanying,principal statements. 

,’ , 
Itraddition to the trust activities, GAO is also responsible for authorizing the 
payment of certain ‘adjudicated and. administratively settled claims against the federal 
government from a special appropriation maintained by rhe U.S. Treasury. During 
fiscal years 1995 and 1994, GAO authorized approximately $1,133,300,000 and 
$568,200,000, respectively, in claims for payment from this special appropriation. 
Since these payments do not relate to GAO’s operations, they are not included in 
the accompanying principal statements. 

. ,  
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Note 10. DotiiGizing~and’ Consolidation of GAO Operations I 

GAO,hasimplemented a planto manage the downsizing of GAO. A separation 
I 

., , I incentive.program::was offered<fro,m.July 27 through September 30, 1995. Under 

. this programa.total of 418 employees ‘retired or resigned and were paid approxi- 
) 

mately $12,5003000 inincentives: + pi 
I 

: ,’ .,,. ; ,,, : ” ‘r’:’ I 
. . ‘,, I 

. . On November 10, 1995 the New.York, .Detroit,and Cincinnati field offices were 
also closed “as part of the downsizjng ;pl,an. Employees from these o&es were not .~~ _ 
permitted to:relocateto other.GAO ‘offices. Separation costs amounting to approxi- ‘t 4i 
mately $~,ooo;o@ for ,135 employees terminated as a result of these field offtce ; .“3 

~closings will be’paid duri.ng fiscal years1996 and 1997. 

: *: :, . . . I 
:<. ,, II: * I 

: 
I 

#’ .’ /. ..’ 
,. /’ 

t 
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In iYYs,‘the Audit Advisory Committee was established to advise the Comptroller ~ 
Gene+, on the U.S. General Accounting Office’s (GAO) financial operations. As 
part of that responsibilitv, the Committee has been discussing GAO’s external , 

I, financial audit coverage and discussing with GAO management and the internal and 
external auditors the effectiveness ofGAO’s internal controls over financial opera- 

,.” ,* ,. ,. ;.,., :~ ,- tions and its compliance with selected provisions of applicable laws and regulations. 
~The‘dommittee has also been reviewing the findings of the internal and external 
auditors &d,discussing GAO’s responses to those findings to ensure that GAO’s 
corrective action plans include appropriate and timely follow-up measures. In 

:.:, 
‘,,_ ; I addition, the Committee has been involved in reviewing and commenting on drafts 

~,,., ’ ; pf GAC’jr’$iiiual report,. including the principal statements. The Committee met :’ ,; 
;: : j /..I.’ a: ,, :. ,* three times’during, both fiscal years 1994 and 1995, including sessions with the 

Comptroller General and with GAO’s external auditors. On occasion, the Commit- 
tee also met with the external auditors without GAO management being present. 

. I  ‘. “ ; ,  ‘$/ . . ,  ,,’ . I  :  
j’ .’ 

,‘.‘. ,:‘I ., 
., :’ 

.,‘: ,, 
* ,,“’ ! 

. I. /, .,,a 
(..’ ,“.. 

. )  “_ 

, . , ,  Sheldon ‘S; Cohen 
Chairman 

; : ‘. ‘, ,Audit Advisory Committee 
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: 2001 M Sire& N.W. i 
Waslllngton. DC naois : 

Comptroller General of the irnited States: 

I:We have~auditedthe &wal Accounting Office’s Rincipal Statements, refermd to below, as of 
and’ for the years ended September 39.. 1995 and 1994. and have exambud management’s 
ssktion,.included in the accompanyhtg management report on hWnal controls! that the General 

: ‘. Aummting ofti has an:effecdve hwnal control sttucture over Smmcial reportmg in place as of 
September 3Q. 1995. 

f.nourophdon: 

l ,The 1995 and 1994 Prhkpal Statements mu presented fairly, in all makrial respects; and 

: Management!s assertion that the General Accounting Of&e has an effective internal control 
,. ’ muctme ovei findal reporting ln place as of September 30.1995 is fairly stated. in all 

matehltipects, baaed upon criteria esteblished under the Federal Managers Financial 
Integrity Actof 1982. and the Oftice of Management and Budget Bullethr A-123, In&mul 
control syst:ms. 

We found: _I 
i No material confliom with the General Accounting Office’s report on ‘huemai controls dsted 

December 15;1995, vohmmrily prepared under the Federal Managers’ Fiiisl Integrity 
Actof1982;and 

‘.* ~m~tsnces of nowompliance with selected provisions of applicable htws and regulations 
.I 

Each’of these cotichrsions is discussed in mom detail below. This report also discusses the scope 
,of our work. 

/’ . 

In our opinion, the accom~anyhig 1995 and 1994 Principal Statements hmluding the notes tkxeto 
on iages 64 through gQ ptcsent fairly, in all material respects, the General Accounuug Offike’s: 

l financial position as of September 30.1995 and 1994; 
l results of operations and changes in net position: 
l cash flows; and 
l budget and actual expenses for the years then ended, 

on the basis of accounting described in Note 1 to the Principal Ststements. 



./‘. ,  ‘I , , I ,  , : ,  

/  ,  . . ;  

As described in Nok,‘l, the General Accounting Office prepares its principal Statements in 
conformity with the hierarchy of accounting principles and standards approved by the principals of 
the Federal Accounting St+& Advisory Board. This hierarchy is a comprehensive basis of 
accounting other than generally accepted accounting principles. 

‘. 

We have examiked management’s assertion, included in the accompanying management report on 
internal controls, that the General Accounting Office has an effective internal control structum over 

,, f-c@ reporting in place as of September 30, 1995. These internal controls are designed by 
management to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that the following objectives am 
met: 

l ” oblig&ions ant! costs are in compliance with applicable laws and regulations; 

l funds, ‘propeay and other assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized 
., acquisition, use, br disposition; and ,2 

t revehue and ekpenditmes applicable to tbe General Accounting Office’s operations am 
properly recorded, ‘and ,accounted for to enable General Accounting Office to prepare 
accounts and reliable financial reports and to maintain accountabiity over its assets. 

In our opinion, manag6m@S aksertion that the General Accounting Office has an effective internal 
: control stn@ure qver financial reporting in place ss of September 30, 1995 is fairly stated, in all 
n$erial respects, based upon cr$eria established under the Federal Managers Financial Integrity 
Apt pf 1982, and the Office of Management and Budget Bulletin A-123, Internal Conrrol Systems, 
insofar as the objectives stated above pertain to the prevention or detection of errors and 
irregularities @ ambdnts that would be material to the fmsncial statements. In additio?, we found 
no t+erial co$lc~ bktween the results of our examination and the General Accountmg Office’s 
report pn internal controls dated December 15, 1995 voluntarily prepared under the Federal 
I+nagers’ Financial Iritegrity Act of 1982. 

As pi of obtaining ‘reasonable assurance about whether the principal Statements am free of 
material misstatetient, we performed tests of the General Accounting Office’s compliance with 
selected provisions of laws and re ulations. However. the objective of our audit of the principal 
Statements, including our tests o f  compliance with selected provisions of applicable laws and 
regulations, was not to ‘provide an opinion on overall compliance with such provisions. 
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. )< 
The results of our t&s ‘disclosed no instances of non-compliance that ate required to be reported 
herein under Government AuoWng Srandarh. 

This conclusipn with respect to our tests of compliance with selected provisions of applicable laws 
@regulations is infended splely for the information of Congress and the General Accounting 
Office’smanagement. 

:  
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Management has the responsibility for: 
., ,” 

. preparing the Principal Statements in conformity with the comprehensive basis of 
accounting described in Note 1 to the Principal Statements; 1 

,,., ‘,.’ : 
‘,, ’ l estabiisliing and maintaining an effective internal control structure; and 

l : .complying with applicable laws and’regulations. 

,Further, management has elected to comply with all of the relevant provisions of the Federal 
Managers’ .Financial Integrity Act of 1982. 

Our responsibility is to express opinions on the principal Statements and management’s assertion 
that the General Accounting Office has an effective internal control structum over fmancral 
reporting abased on our ‘audits and examination, respectively. Accordingly, we planned and 
performed, the< audits. and examination to’obtain reasonable assurance about whether (I) the 
Principal Stateiri&tts~‘are free of material misstatement and presented farrly in accordance with the 
basis’of accounting described in Note 1 to the Principal Statements, and (2) the management’s 
assertion that the .General Accounting Office has an effective internal control structure over 
tinancialmpor$ng in place as of September 30,1995 is fairly stated, in all material respects, based 
upon ‘criteria established under the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 19:: ;dd% 
Ofkice of ‘Management and Budget Bulletin A-123, Interna Con@01 Systems. 
responsible for testing compliance with selected provisions of applicable laws and regulations that 
may mat&iallplaff+ the Principal Statements. 

ht order to fulfill these responsibilities, we 

i 

. examined, on a test basis; evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the Principal 
Smtements; ,, 

l ‘assessed the’accounting~principles used and significant estimates made by managemenu .:‘. ,, 
l evaluated the overall presentation of;the.Principal Statements; 

l cobtamed an understanding of the internal control sttucture over flnanciai reporting; 

. testedand evaluated the design and operating effectiveness of relevant internal controls over 
significant cycles, classes of transactions, and account balances; 

. tested compliance with selected provisions of the following laws and regulations that may 
materially affect the Principal Statements: 

.’ 
- Anti-deficiency Act; 
- F&r Labor Standards Act; 
- Civil Service Retirement Act; 
- General Accounting Office Personnel Act of 1980; 
- Federal Employees’ Compensation Act; 

.- Federal Employees’ Health Benefits Act of 1959; and 
- Federal Employees’ Group Life, Insurance Act of 1980. 

l performed other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances; and 
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l compared, at management’s request the General Accounting Office’s most recent Federal 
Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 1982 report on internal controls dated December 15, 
1995, with the results of our examimUion of management’s assertion, included in the 
accompany+g management report on internal controis, that the General Accounting 0%~ 
g B;9;~ectwe mtemal control structure over fmcti reportmg m place as of September 

t . 

We did not evaluate the internal controls relevant to operating objectives as broadly defmed’by the 
Federal Managers’ Fmancial Integrity Act of 1982, such as those conttols relevant to ensuring 
efficient operations. We limited our work to accounting and other controls necessary to achieve the 
objectives identifiid in our opinion on management’s assertion on the internal control structure 
over financial reporting. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structun+ errors or 
imguhritles may nevertheless occur and not ti detected. We also c&ion that projecting the 
results of our exainination to .futme @ads is subject to the risk that con&$ may become 
Feaeqouaa because of changes m condltlons or that the degree of comphance with controls may 

Our audits were conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards; Government 
Auditing Stan&ru$ as issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and OMB Bulletin 
93-06! Audit Requrrements for Federal Fkancial Sruternenfs. Our examinatton of management’s 
assetion, included in the accompanying management report on interni4 control+ that the General 
Accounting Oftice has an effective internal control structure over financial reportmg in place as of 
September 30, 1995, was conducted in accordance with standards established by the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. We believe that our audits and examination provide a 
reasonable basis for our opinions. 

Consistency of Other Information, The Overview of Operations and Financial Management 
and other supplemental information in A Messagefrom the CbnptroZkr General and in Highlights 
of Gene&Accounting office Reports and Testimony contain a wide range of data, some of which 
is not directly related to the Principal Statements. hofessional standards require the auditor to read 
this information and consider whether such information, or the manner of its presentation, is 
materially inconsistent with the information, or the manner of its presentation, appearing in the 
Principal Statements. If  based on such reading the auditor concludes that there is a material 
inconsistency, the auditor should determine whether the Principal Statements, the report, or the 
other information require revision. 

December 15.1995 
Washington, D.C. 
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National Security and International Affairs’ Division (NSIAD) staff at GAO 
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headquarters meet via videoconference with, staff of GAO’s Norfolk Regional 1 
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NSIAD Director of Operations Clarence Crawford, Assistant ,to,the Duector of 
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Operations Dorothy C. Slova<, and Assistant, Comptroller Gene& Henry L; 
Hinton, Jr., at the entrance to NSIAD o&x space on the refurbished. 4th floor 1 
of GAO headquarters. 
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Members of the Federal Management and Workforce Issues Area, General 
Government Division, meeting on refurbished. 4th.Eoor of ,GAO headquarters. 
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LaRonda Owens and Valarie Burks at work .on’ GAO’sLo~ Area Network in 
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Managers and staff members of the Food and Agriculture Issues Area, I 
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